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What is the Texas Center for
Reading and Language Arts ?

The Texas Center for Reading and Language Arts assists K-12
educators in enhancing the Reading and Language Arts knowl-
edge and skills of Texas students, through implementation of
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).

How are the Centel's Activities
Accomplished?

Goal To provide a cadre-of school-level specialists
with expertise in phonological awareness, word
analysis, fluency strategies, and comprehension
strategies who are able to use documented
approaches to reading. and language arts.:
instruction to address TEKS objectives with
studentsin grades K-3:

Goal 2: To enhance the knowledge, skills, and
practices teachers use to implement the TEKS
reading and language.arts objectives with second
language learners.

Goal 3: To enhance the knowledge, skills, and
practices teachers use to implement the TEKS
reading and language arts objectives with
students in grades K-5 who are experiencing
difficulty in reading and language arts.

Goal 4: To enhance the knowledge, skills, and
practiCes teachers use to implement the TEKS
reading and language arts objectives with
students in grades 678, focusing on content area.
reading instruction.

Goal S: To disseminate information generated by the
Texas Center for Reading and Language Arts
using; technology and media.

Goal 6: To communicate the . goals, activities, and
accomplishments of .the Center to .professionals
and Other community members.

Texas Center
for:
and.tianguage Arts

Literacy Labs
Both school-based and university-
based labs served as models for
universities and school districts.

Professional Development
Guides and Videos

These guides are designed to
provide educators across the

state with materials and plans for
professional development in

reading and language arts, and to
introduce the TEKS.

Reading Liaisons
Education Service Center Reading
Liaisons work collaboratively with

Center personnel to engage in and
provide professional development

on the TEKS.

School Partnerships
Collaborative relationships with

schools that assist with the
development of materials,

curriculum guides, and
product development.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part 1
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Introduction

The content of this guide focuses on reading fluency, which is
one of several essential skills that enable students to learn to
read successfully. There are many instructional techniques that
have been proven effective in promoting reading fluency with
struggling readers; we chose to focus on the technique called
Partner Reading because of its strong empirical base across
readers who fail to acquire reading fluency for any number of
reasons (e.g. reading diability, lack of exposure to oral reading
practice, limited language proficience).

Organization 8r Content of the Guide

The guide contains four sections of materials and a video for
presenters to teach the Partner Reading technique. Section 2
(Professional Development), includes speaker's notes and
suggestions on how to guide participants through the workshop.
Section 3 (Overheads), contains transparencies containing key
points and activities to accompany your speaker's notes; Section
4 (Handouts) includes "Workshop Notes" for participants to take
notes of the presentation, "Activity Handouts" for group activities,
"Informational Handouts" that contain detailed information to
assist with the implementation of Partner Reading, and
"Vignettes" which provide examples of actual classroom
implementation. Section 5 (Appendices) provides a list of
references and further readings on Partner Reading and, lastly,
the video "Enhancing Reading Fluency and Comprehension for
Secondary StudentsPart I & II: Partner Reading" to provide an
overview of reading fluency and demonstrate the Partner Reading
technique.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part 1
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Preparing for the Workshop

This workshop is designed to prepare secondary teachers with
special emphasis at the middle grades to implement Partner
Reading with their students to promote reading fluency. This
workshop is also appropriate for reading and language arts
coordinators, curriculum directors, and principals who work at
the middle school level.

Materials
Prepare audio recordings of a fluent reader and a strug-
gling:Teaden(include:oralleading:samples:of: both:narrative
and::expository:itext:tojIlustratedifference.silnthetype.so
text,!:as:welfes.L ifference.siiirweading!fluencyiabilityY
Distribute -a: set:Of::hanclouts:1( ection.4):to:each,participant
atthezbeginningioUtheworkshopi

..... .... ,. ....
*.:RuttOgether:a samplel,:eoditig.:fo[der: ttlat::contains,err6r cor-

rection,procedures!Eand::corriprehension queStions;:a rein-
'fbrCerhent::::phalt!: ..

amples).

Note The:graph:in.:the handouts is only an example
: ......

Teachers::willhave:to construct graphs with fluency scores
basedronithemading fluency abilities of their students, as
iiwell aktheidaYStidWhich Partner Reading will be used in
then classrooms

Tment
Overhead projector/marker
Pencils

: VCR end::monitor::
:Tape recorder::.

Room
TheiMOrkshop::isii presented in lecture and small group
format therefore participants must be able to view the screen
and TV/VCR During some activities, participants will need
to groups

: .

:

What:the:Audience should b .
.

of:theTstugents!Bnq'a:list'of.::
:rtia:terjgl$:itiAt can Ve.u8edifororal reading,practice:::prefer.
0:4;.tOarctiprs:Stlobld bring:.expOSitOry:teading ................
:are:TSIPiCalljUsedin::Class or are found:iiritheSChool's li

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Introduction

Use Overhead #1 to intro-
duce the Partner Reading
workshop, as participants
walk in.

Agenda

Use Overhead #2 to pro-
vide an organized glance
of the workshop.

0

Overhead #1

Enhancing Reading Fluency for
Secondary Students Part I

imam ,,thivezn,
11111571A SAPigniall

%.1
eig5 .atran. ..AAta,

P.,f77011 c".1f.1
"Zr21

I

Partner Reading Technique

Texas Center for Reading and Language Art.
University of Texas, College of Education

Texas Education Agency Region XIII Education Service Center

Overhead #2

Agenda

Oral Reading fluency:
Partner Reading Session

24444 7L4e&,
V 7.

12;

P4k0e--

Objectives
Overview of the TEKS
Oral Reading Fluency
TEKS and Oral Reading
Partner Reading Technique
Implementation Planning

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Overhead #3

arldeedtrg

Objectives

Participants wilt
Review and discuss TEKS reading
components that contribute to reading
fluency.
Discuss reading fluency in terms of
description, theory of automaticity,
factors, and characteristics of fluent and
struggling oral readers.
Describe the skills and knowledge of
reading fluency as specified in the TEKS.
Describe how to design, implement, and
evaluate Partner Reading.
Develop a professional development
implementation plan for Partner Reading.

Overhead #4

Workshop Opjectives

Use OvOheed1#3::to re-
view eadftworkShOO:Ob
jective

Explain thafan..overview
of the StrandeioLthe
readingiand :language
arts TEKS:and:the corn-
ponentsoflhe reading
TEKS will be provided.

Note:-iThis information will
serve as ani]in roduction
to readi..gi luencKiend ,,,,
Partner Reading,..whieh
is a speeifieitecKni "Ue to
promote readingfluency:.:'

Overview of the
Reading/Language
Arts Strands

Use Overhead #4 to re-
view the major strands of
the Reading..and Lan-
guageiAttsTEKS

Emphasize:that the focus

eading;ispecificelly:reed
ngifluency.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Examining the Reading
TEKS

Use Overhead #5 to re-
view the major reading
areas across grade levels.

Discuss the components
of the Reading TEKS.

Examining the Reading
TEKS (cont)

Use Overhead #6 to re-
view the components of
Reading.

Overhead #S

7-1:9ZAVIiirk
10.1K 2 3 4 5 6- '75--11-4, 104 11 12

5

Concepts of print
Phonological awareness

Fltiency
Vocabulary development

557,,55..5

Readirigicomprehension
Literary response
Inquiry and research

Overhead #6

Reading;

Components

:,:for Reatranc
4,ecta ors, ,

use of woritrecognition
, ,

strategle%
' fluent reading of

. ...

ajatvorlately
difficult text

wine reading for different

purpose.%
,

acquisition
f vocabullty

,

tow oft) variety of %trategies ,

to comprehend
,tifferingtrupport

for ' ,

,

responses to literature

analysis and use of te..,51',,
"

"
, ;Innen:res.

' "

reward, %lolls
and. art '

, inquiry 4iance
, . ,

undtratanding
of colture%

through teat:loot

6
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Overhead #7

Note: Refer participants to activity handouts. .,)

Overhead #8

Activity 1

iiide.:partioiParits rn Group:Activity :1c`.:.

Activity 1

I Think about what is IP 1"meant by reading fluency.

what does
it 'mean'?

2. Share your thoughts with
your neighbor.

I
wha
look Eke? it

-Zara with -9°

the 4roup

What aces it
'.sound like?" dittgie?;r44201;

EprzCe..tn,raer

1/44f;
Descriptions of Oral

Reading Fluency

Fluency means reading at an
appropriate rate (speed)with

intonation, pitch, stress, and phrasing.

Oral reading fluency represents the ability to
read words as wholes (word recognition) with
accuracy and an appropriate rate (speed) in
connected text. (Samuels, 1976)

Reading fluency is characterizdedby rate and
"effortlessness" which students exhibit as they
move through the text. (Adams, 1990)

Fluent readers understand text structure, use
appropriate intonation, and have few
interruptions. (Adams, 1990)

Reading Fluency is an important skill for older
students to possess because of the large
quantities of text students must read for school
assignments. (Bryant and Rivera, 1997)

Reading Fluency
Description

Share Overhead #8::to.dis
cuss the meaning of
reading

flOent

Ask;particlpants:to reflect
on why.: reading:fluency-is-
an importantskilliforolder:,::
studentsiito: possess and
why:it:As:Infrequently em-
phasized-atthe:secondary

Note:: In:thefield of reading,
there is:;Oisagreement;on:-:
the .term; "fluency ' We:.
define fluency as including
rate,. intonation, -pitCh,
streSs:,: and!phraSing.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Description of Fluency

!Use Overhead #9 to de-
:!scribe reading fluency.

COnclude by emphasizing
that oralreaciing:in-
vOlVes:aUtoitaticity,I.whitn.:
iS:defined:in'tbe,:riextsee.
tion- (Allingtoh, 1984; Juel,
1991; LaBer:ge'and Sarnuels,:
1974; Moats, 1998; F'erfetk:
1985; :Ras ipski; 1994;
Schriebei;:-1980)...

Definition of
Automaticity

USe:OVerhead #10 to re-
view! the. definition: of: au.-
tOmaticity,

Ask .participanfs: to relate
fhiS:inforrnatiOnHtO::w.haf:!
they:: knOniabOufife*ding
flUenCy;!:and:::their:ideat

. :: . .

generated during
(4:ai3ergeJL4 Samuels;"197.4),

Overhead #9

erEr-a*. Descriptions of Oral
Reading Fluency (wet)

Rues* oral residing Involves:

Reading accuracy and rate

Word recognition and less
emphasis on decoding

Use of context strategies

Emphasis on
comprehension

Awareness of
graphonemic and

syntactic components

Self-correction
of ermrs

Segmentation of
oral pmduction relate

to grammatical
boundaries

Automaticity

9

Overhead #10

Theoretical
Underpinnings to
Explain Fluency

Definition of Automaticity

Instantaneous identification of words.

Automaticity does not guarantee
successful comprehensionit does free
the reader to give conscious attention to
comprehending text.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Overhead #11

Reading
fluency Factors

Ake

Overhead #12

ala=ter
`An1

Reading Fluency Facture

Reading Rate

Refers to how quickly students read.

According to Guszak, the following are
standard oral reading rates for reading

grade level materials:

Reading Fluency
Factors: Overview

Use Overhead #11 to point
out factors related to flu-
ency

- rate (speed)
- errors
- phrasing

(Rasinsla, 1994)

Reading Fluency
Factors: Reading Rate

Use Overhead. #12 to
talk aboutreading rate
(speed);..what.it. means,
and.3:typicalgrade level
rate scores.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I



Reading Fluency
Factors: Errors

Use Overhead #13 and
#14 to discuss various
types of errors.for both.
.gOod.and struggling read-.
ers.

Errors (continued)

Overhead #13

1,211 Carte
Asadiv

Reading Fluency Factors

Errors

The following word recognition errors
may be noted in oral reading:

Oinks lama omits a word
The dog ran across (the)street.

Sobatitattanta says one word for another
The (boy instead of dog) ran across the street,

it tiviertalc reverses letters in a word
The boy replied (on instead of rialto the question

Wait:idiom does not say a word within four
seconds.

Overhead #14

Reading Fltuenag Fargiars

Errors Grant)

Reading can be analyzed according
to errors.

The following errors can be used
to analyze reading fluency:

Meaning (semantics) reads "crunched"
similarity for "crushed"

rimed= (syntax)
similarity

reads "ran"
for "runs"

Graphicfpbobemit reads "fatalles"
similarity for "fatalities"

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Overhead #15

Reading
Reatcg Fluency Factars

Refers to reading "chunks" of text that
represent syntactic and linguistic segments.

Good readers seem to be able to
process "chunks" of text as they read.

Example:

When riding a bicycle/the cyclist
should be aware/of safety precautions/
so that/accidents can be prevented

15

Overhead #16

Note: Refer.tiailidiiiants:to:activity: handouts.

Reading Fluency
Factors: Phrasing

TalkAbout:PhrasinT:tow,...,
fluentreaderslend to:ret, .
ognizeirtaturali:ili.hgutStic
seghient.Satid;:read text
accordingly.

Use Oyerhead445to

tionSOtHreading:!'fluency
problems:::exhibited:ty
struggling: !readers icon
tent area classes

Group Activity 2

bide:participants :In:Group: Activity.

Tema Ca.:.
411.1 Pding

rd.....11,nguags Arts

Activity 2

1. In small gmups, discuss
what you have learned
about reading fluency.

2. Describe the factors that contribute to reading fluency.

3. Have one person from each group discuss the group's ideas.
16
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Student
Characteristics: Fluent
Secondary Readers

:1)8e Overhead: #17 to re
view:tbe:characteriatiOS of
profiti:ent:orareaders:

19801..

Student Characteristics:
Struggling Secondary
Readers

Use 0y00:104C1418::a0
#19 reileii,th6::tharaCL
teristics:OtE:StudehtS:
Struggle::With fluency

Stress.:that.these::difficuk
ties are: not.evidenced by
all;: struggling readers.

(Allington;;;1984; Bryant & Riv-
era; .1997; A46ci.,-1998.)

Overhead #17

. Characteristics of fluent
& Struggling Readers

Many Fluent secondary
students demonstrate

familiarity with the content of text
richer vocabulary
accuracy and appropriate reading rate
automatic word recognition skills so
that attention can be devoted to
meaning
ability to "chunk" sentences
appropriately
awareness of syntactic features
ability to self-correct errors

17

Overhead #13

v,LIFEr-cl"L.Z. Characteristics of fluent
& Struggling Readers (con t.)

Many secondary
students demonstrate

problems with accuracy and rate
continued difficulties with
phonology, language structure, and
decoding
basic word recognition difficulties
limited sight vocabulary
word-by-word reading reflecting a
lack of sensitivity to grammatical
boundaries

IR

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I



Overhead #19

41E.. Characteristics of Fluent
Struggling Readers (con's)

Eirror analysts
reveals that strvi.t.e_

secondary readers:

Make more errors and fewer
self-corrections

Make more semantic errors

Pay less attention to
graphemic, contextual, and
syntactical cue systems

19

Overhead #20

Note. Refer participants to activity handout. )

Struggling Readers
(con't)

Group Activity 3

Guide..participants in Group Activity 3

T Center
{trading

dm, tr.at1.9. Activity 3

1. As you listen to the oral reading samples, consider what you know
11 about the characteristics of those students who read well orally

and those who struggle with reading fluency.

20

NOTE: Play the
audiotape of a fluent

and a struggling
reader reading aloud
from narrative .and
expository text

OPTION: Distribute
handouts of the
passages students
read on the
audiotape to the
partidipants

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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MKS and Reading
Fluency

Use. :Overhead #21 to re-
yiewArie Knowjectge::and::::
Skills :for. reading; fluency
found:ini.itheiTEKS. :

Group Activity 4

Overhead #21

larri-ce6 a e 11' 1,9 and Oral
Reading fluency

The student reads with fluency and
understanding in texts at appropriate

difficulty levels.

(a) Reads regularly in independent-level materials
(with at least 95% accuracy) and in instructional-
level materials (90%-95% accuracy).

(b) Demonstrates characteristics of fluent and
effective readers.

(c) Adjusts reading rate based on purposes for
reading.

(d) Reads aloud in selected texts in ways that both
reflect understanding of the text and engage the
listeners.

21

Overview #22

)Giiide:participants.ini.Group Activitw4

HNOteill-teifOCusljbf
theHrest*ofi:the
yvorkshop:wilt:::b0
on Pailner Read
ir1g; WhiChilS one
:example: a
:techn iq:editC in-

: icrease::::04iliog.:

0

Note: Re er: articipants:to:actiVitytaridouts,,

Activity 4 Instructional Activities

Whet the etactem Does

.i:RnidXingill.iity fo independent4evel nutteriaL4'.

.:.(with at Icast.9570:accuracy) and ininstruttfonal,"
leeel materials (90*-95% accuracy)

Demonstrates charactenstns of
fluent and &facile° readers.

'Adjusts: reading rale basecronpuxposns,::

;:illtiads'ideuxf I nXelected texts in ways' that
retied understiandmgef the text and

cngagesltteI encrs

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part
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Overhead #23

What Is
Partner Reading'?

A reading fluency building technique
designed to help students develop more
accurate and fluent word recognition

skills in connected text.

ANIMISM 1421:024.42311

5.1 2121.40.1

f 1-17#

Partner Reading involves:
oral reading
regular practice/modeling
error correction strategies
comprehension questions
charting of rate progress.

23

Overhead #24

EloZ744aelh,

.44:111411: Empirical Support

What Does the Research Gay About
Many Fluency Building Technique&

Rereading the same passage leads to improved
fluency and comprehension

Rereading the same passage about four to five
times promotes fluency

New reading passages should contain words
similar to previously read passages

Rereading passages provides the type of
practice that promotes fluency

Rereading passages is a widely used technique
to assist struggling readers in becoming more
fluent readers

Speed (rate) is the best way to measure fluency
24

Reading Fluency
Building Techniques:
Partner Reading

Use Overhead #23 to ex
plain the major compo-
nents of Partner Reading:

Empirical Support

-4ThU ........................... ....

casstheles.earch
ing:Partner:Reading,

(Gonzales4 Elijah 1975,
Mastcopien.&Scruggs;::1997
0"Shea,:Sindelar,:.&:aShaa,
1987, Rasinski 1:990,
Rashottag Torgesen, 1985)

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Empirical Support
(can't)

,,,Use:Ovee.begd #25 !tOfalfc:-
aboOt:::the::reSearch:
pOding:stUdenCtharting::

.(E.Vins4 093; FuChs;:
th s

Fbeh
. . .

..

Show Time

`!:EnhariOing:Reading
FI:uencyj:60:000itipre
hen5,ion; for::Secoridary-:
Students:''::'

Explain that:the pur-
: :pOSe Of:the video is to

provide an: overview of
reading fl.ueficy and to
demonstrate :the Part-
ner Reaciingtechnique.

0

Overhead #25

Empirical support (con t)

What Does the Research Say about
Mae*, (Graphing)?

It is a good tool for measuring and
monitoring student progress

It contributes to student
achievement because it is motivating
for students to chart their progress

It can be done easily by teachers and
students

Overhead #26

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I



Overhead #27 Group Activity 5

flOte:z Refer.::perticipants taedtiVO'hendOuts.

Overhead #28

Guide participants in roup ActiVity. 5

Activity S

As you watch the video, consider how the teacher works
with students and what students do during Partner Reading.

Teacher

.< Student

iiittroesding
.14 Partner Reading

Technique

Guidelines for Teachers

.46.'^wAr'y ir"
7 14 11 a b "4

ifA9
..atiamt eysylm.

IMMZEIMER=Mag
T taffiPMENEEMENERWqr

kir am

Guidelines for Teachers

-Aleei:Overheed:!#.28.Jo; in; . .1

troduce::de .......... imp e=
menting,...and:::evaluating
PadnerReading

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Designing Partner
Reading

USO:OVerhead-:#29gto-in,.
troduce fourprimary activ-
ities to prepare for Partner

Note: In: all dopending::oft::
the aVailability:ot;reading:!::,::

take about itWo' td'three

Identifying student
Partners

Use Overhead #30 and
#31::(ACtivity.#6).to: review
the:procedure for identify-
ing student reading pairs.

Talk::abCiit information
..:teach6tt might usetoirank

the orderoftheir students
(0.g ,;:teSt Sedre8',:.gradeS;.::
!' knowing" the students) in

:::order:oVreading:ability.

::$tresslhat:student part-
::: nersma :change because
students ma.y not get
along, or make a good
reading match.

0

Overhead #29

Overhead #30

E4'17"Cr'''

Designing Partner Reading

Identify Student
Partners

4!**''' **V
1Wa $.r-Weit

Procedures

Divide students into
two groups (higher and
lower performing
students)

Pair the partners (one from each group)
as "Partner 1" and "Partner 2"

30
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Overhead #31

Note`!:. .Refer- partiCiParits.taactivity .handouts

Overhead #32

Group Activity 6

Guide participants in Group Activity 6

Activity 6

egiM,
TrY1

nr1
st L.1144

110% pa. a Ar

Pairing Readin
Putnam

1. Think about a class in which you might
implement Partner Reading.

2. Consider the reading abilities of each
student and rank them in order of
ability (highest to lowest).

3. Divide the list in half (List 1 and List 2).

4. Pair students from List 1 and List 2 where the student with the
highest ability in List 1 is paired with the student with the highest
ability in List 2, and so forth.

31

Sam Pa..;
Designing Partner Reading

Selecting Reading Materials

Identify materials appropriate
for the lower reader's reading
level (no more than 10 errors per
100 word-the student's
instructional level).
Use "authentic" and high
interest/low vocabulary
materials.
Have both partners read the
same passage.
Have enough materials selected
for two new passages per week.

-77

faLaiii*irea

lr.

Selecting Reading
Materials

Use Overhead #32 to dis-
cuss materials teachers
can use for Partner Read-
ing, and the criteria.used
for selecting them.

Note: Refer to handout con-
taining a list of high inter-
est-low vocabulary books

Note: This: is .good time
for content area .teachers
to:describe 'appropriate
reading.. Materiall.s for sci=
ence; social- studies, and
so forth.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Assembling
Partner Reading

:OSOIOVerbead::#331(O de=:
scribe:: materials::
and. Studentai]WillTheed4Or::::
Partner Reading::

: Show examp:les:ofimateri
:a1§(e:g..,;:ftildetWith3Chait"
charts.,:reirifOrCerbent)!Mati!
can be used

Scheduling

sfia
with bertiCipants.

Have -diparticipants scuss:.
possible :timesPart.6er;
Reading can..:be.incorPo

. :rated intO-theirdaily/imeek
ly ClaSs!schediiles.

0

Overhead #33

Eirkr.maz,
Ts,,"" Designing Partner Reading

Assembling Reading Materials

What Teachers Need:
timing device
partner roles
error correction procedures
comprehension questions

What Students Need:
reading material
folder
graph
location
reinforcement chart
partners

ttiL-
ROMINSZIM 4,11.0.13,

Overhead #34

Three to four days a week
20 to 30 minutes each session
Preferably, designate a planning or an
advisory period for Partner Reading
Use same reading passage for two
sessions, then change to new passage
(promotes repeated practice)

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Overhead #35

Overhead #36

JLMbq
Implementing Partner Reading

11.01,.k0-

a $la.
lift' C

.--v
i

" , i
Ifl ;

Model charting by using
hypothetical data

Name parts of the graph

Implementing Partner
Reading

Use Overhead #35 to in-
troduce,ithethree.:primary
activitieS:loHimplemorft
Partner Reading.

Emphasve.thatteaching
students:i:the-"parts".
Partner:Reading facilitates-
implementation

Teaching Students to
Chart

Use Overhead#3 aex ..
plain thttlhey-s:hould-
model howto chart read-
ing progress`:

They shouldilhen provide
a time for students to pracr.:.:

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Teaching Students To
Chart

U e Overhead #37 to
mc del howitci grapiTflpeh.

-.!;cy.:iprpgresa:,!.s
::.:.:...

:pci-ilaihday,lines (vertical)
andirate lines:(bOrizontal). :-

Plot :the hypothetical data
th4t,represent:aatkortrai:'-;
reading rate for days
tOhshoW,:iniprOVMent:'

.

Note:::On::this:!:chart::there is
space::for:the:::student to
record nama;:gradeage; the
teacher'sinama;litlatpfitead-
ing:material%:and:grade lev-
el of the reading mate iiiii At

. th&:bottom::thereiare::boxes
for $tudentt&h.aCiii'd their
rate:scores..::This:chart is for

..::a student who reads between
100:::and::245...words per

Teaching Students to
Work with Partners

ex-
plain the steps involved in
students working with
partners

Overhead #37

Implementing Partner Reading

Teaching Students
to Chart (cant)

Example of a reading chart

OL,

manquohowl malta.N1 maulk. *NI ner. taylal

ono. /two /. onehum trod nen / Ws. ivred hoed ren/1./.1 ox.lboalmbol

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 1

37

Overhead #38

arRreeir7
Implementing Partner Reading

Teaching Students to
Work with Partners

Amin zuz!vm,
11573
t/ ts,

Ant..,._08-6.0 xte
slattra Talrerar

VIAr:4P I
Td- '1" Arc 1 !!. 17/3. La, 1 a Mr a

Assign each partner a role
Review the roles
Model how "best reading" sounds
Model reading with errors and how to
correct them (posted on a chart)
Model asking comprehension
questions (posted on a chart)

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Overhead #39

n ratCars.

Teaching Students to
Work with Partners (cola)

Implementing Partner Reading

Partner Roles

Partner 1
(stranger rfa4ftr)

Reads the assigned pages
Helps with unknown words (error correction
technique)
Asks and answers comprehension questions
Charts data ' a

Partner 2 0°-

Reads the assigned pages
Decodes difficult words with assistance
Asks and answers comprehension questions
Charts data

Overhead #40

Partners
Same Reading Passage
Roles

Partner Roles

S: Use verhead:$39iito :re-
view partner roles

Note::::Review.,:error correc-
tion procedures in hand-
outs. Using a:readingipas-
sage, model how:Pdetiler
1 would correctarverror
made by Partner 2

Steps to Successful
Partner Reading

e:: ver ea #40 and
iscuss Steps 1

or. aving partners
together

and21:
read

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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Steps to Successful
Partner Reading (con't)

Steps to Successful
Partner Reading (con't)

Use: OVerhead: #42 and
#43:19:deaaribe-Stepa8.;:.
:5 for having partners read
together.

Provide partners with red-
ing materials and have
them go through the steps.

Overhead #41

Implementing Partner Reading

Steps to Successful
Partner Reading

Step
Pratee Reading

Partners alternate reading seine passage
for 3 minutes

Error Correction Techniques

Reading the wrong word:
Help partner sound out word

Leaving out a word:
Say "reread the sentence."

Taking more than 4 second:
Tell the word and say "What word?"

Overhead #42

Implementing Partner Reading

Step!: 11;0,
Reading

(best reading)

Partners alternate rending same
passage for 1 minute

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Overhead #43

Eit'"1421;"

Implementing Partner Reading

Steps to Successful
Partner Reading

Step 5;
A4t.Ottestions

Partners ask comprehension questions
What did you learn first?
What did you learn next?
Who or what was the passage about?
What were the most important parts?

Other activities should include:
Students make up comprehension questions.
Teachers ask the comprehension question of
the day.
Teachers develop inferential questions for
students to answer.

43

Overhead #44

Steps to Successful
Partner Reading (con't)

Provide partners reading
materialsiiamlhavethern:
go through the steps.

Evaluating Partner
Reading

Use Overhead #44 to ex-
plain the two steps to eval-
uate instruction

- setting individual
fluency goals

- examining the data
on.the.:chart.regularly

Discuss the ]impor;t,
tanceiiiofiiimonitoring
student progress on a
regular basis.

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part 1
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Setting Individual
Fluency Goals: Getting
Started

Use Overhead #45 and
#46 .to.deschbeithe.:Steps..
for establishing individual
student :goals.

-,Provide:examples to prac-
tice i-the.:stepsS:inilhe
heads to compute goals
for students

..!:!ReminipartfOipents that
StudehtS:ireadi:ipassages
frOrtiiitieterials:that are at
p4oner::?,si:iinstructional

Setting Individual
Fluency Goals (con't)

0

Overhead *45

Evaluating Partner Reading

Setting Individual
Student Fluency Goals

Getting Started
.0

Step 1:
Have students read their assigned
passage "cold" (no practice) for one
minute.

Step 2:
Have students repeat Step 1 for two
more days.

45

Overhead #46

ab. ft.ding
4.° Setting Individual

Student Fluency Goals (met)

Evaluating Partner Reading

Step 3:
Take the average of the three scores
from Steps 1 and 2.
Compute 25% of that number and add
it to the average.

(The new number is the student's fluency goal for
the following week's reading)

Example:
Step:1score 45
Step2:Seore 47, 43
Average 45 + 47 + 43 = 135
135;diVded by 3 .45
25%:of 45 = about 11
45.11.. 56

56 Ii the ituderrt's flugnmj.goal
fmtha following woeid

46
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Overhead #47

Eprar
A"' Setting individual

Student Fluency Goals

Evaluating Partner Reading

injIt Going
.

Compute a new fluency goal for subsequent weeks by:

step 1:

Taking the last score for the week
step 2:

Computing 25% of that number and
adding it to the last score of the week
(The new number is the student's fluency goal for

the following week's reading.)

Example:
Step 1: Friday's fluency score is 56
Step 1:25% of 56 =14
56 -F14 = 70

Overhead #48

NP:1404,
Evaluating Partner Reading

Displaying the Goal

Have students draw a symbol on their
fluency goal score as a reminder of

their weekly goal.

Example: 70

60

50

40

30

20

10

The student's chart might have a star on the 70
fluency score line (horizontal line) intersecting with
the Friday line (vertical line) if that is the goal and

final fluency practice day that week for the student.

411

Setting Individual
Fluency Goals: Keeping
It Going

Use:Overhead#47:itoem-
phasizethe:importance of
setting weeklY,gdals-:and
of monitoring student
p.rog r e$ S r e gular lymt O.:: e n

surethat Partner eading
is beneficial

Displaying the Goal

Use Overhead #48 to em-
phasize the importance of
students_having a.goal vi-
sually layed

Remind: partiCipants,:that-
they-will want-fp:have Stu-
dents..keepAheir :charts
with their dataand

goals in the notebooks
or folders

Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary Students - Part I
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Examining the Data

Ovetead:::#4:9::and::"
#50 to:talkabOut:monitoN
ing;StUdent;PrOgreSS,.:::,

Note:.,Tea-chers.hould lbOk
at students!;;charts regular-
iy: to,.pe;:'sure progress is
being :Made

Examining the Data
(con't.)

:Discuss the Importance of
moving: students to more
difficult :reading material
as fluency improves

Overhead #49

Evaluating Partner Reading

Eacarrialing the
Data Regularly

Questions to consider:
1. Are the data improving?
2. Are students reaching their weekly

fluency goals?

If not, check to see if:
students are doing their "best reading"
material is too difficult or too easy
material is boring

Some "bounce" (fluctuation )in the data is normal.

49

Overhead #50

.EIrd.lT
Evaluating Partner Reading

Illaunining the Data
Regularly (con't.)

Questions to consider (cont):

3. Have students reached their grade
level goals?

When students reach their grade
level goal:
change the reading material to the next
highest reading level.
continue to set weekly goals as described.

Grade level goal about 125-150 words per
minute for 6th graders.

Expect some initial drop in fluency when new
reading materials are introduced.

50
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Overhead #51

Note Refer participants to activity handouts.

Group Activity 7

C Guide participants in Group Activity 7. )

Activity 7
,

implementing Partrker le:
Readitivin Cleteroara

In small groups, discuss how to implement Partner Reading in"'"' K: au your classroom. Carefully consider the following questions:

1. Which class will you use Partner Reading with and why would you choose
that class?

2. What reading materials will you use for Partner Reading?
3. What is your timeline for getting ready to implement Partner Reading, and

for teaching students how to work in partners and how to graph?
4. What preparations need to be completed before you begin?
5. How often do you hope to use Partner Reading with your classes?
6. What are some problems you might anticipate using Partner Reading and

how can you address those problems?
7. How will you evaluate the effectiveness of Partner Reading on improving

students' reading fluency?
St

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Texas Center
for Reading
and Language Arts

O.?

Texas Center for Reading and Language Arts
University of Texas, College of Education

Texas Education Agency Region XIII Education Service Center
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Texas Center
for42eading
and,tanguage Arts

Oral Reading Fluenc.
Partner Reading Sion

Objectives
Overview of the TEKS
Oral Reading Fluency
TEKS and Oral Reading
Partner Reading Technique
Implementation Planning

38



Texas Center
forReading
and<Danguage Arts

11110\41,

P icipants
Review and discuss TEKS reading
components that contribute to reading
fluency.

L> Discuss reading fluency in terms of
description, theory of automaticity,
factors, and characteristics of fluent and
struggling oral readers.

L> Describe the skills and knowledge of
reading fluency as specified in the TEKS.

L> Describe how to design, implement, and
evaluate Partner Reading.

L> Develop a professional development
implementation plan for Partner Reading.

39



PIT Texas Center
fotkReading

111\Litandanguage Arts

Liste

Re

Vie

Communication

I S

Writing

Represen 1;7

4
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Texas Center
for.Feacling
and:Language Arts en you look a

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 e'V'S < 10 11 12

Concepts of print
Phonological awareness

Letter-/sound associations

Fluency-
Vocabulary development

I

i Reading Comprehension
Literary response
Inquiry and research

- 41
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ik.
Texas Center
for Reading

--
an41-:.....,. guage

Arts Reading:

Fit -Sec tion(
for .Readilig.

4

use of wpra-recognitj.on

strategies:i_
-*: fluentOading of

appropriately
,difficult text.

wide reading for different:

purposes
acquisition of vocabulary

of a variety of strategies

to comprehend
offering support for

'a:rialy-sie,'4nct
use of text 1.

researeh'Skills
anctali '

inquiry stance

understanding
of cultures

through reading,
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Texas Center
fortFeading

\arictj'eanguage Arts script.
Readin

Fluency means reading at an
appropriate rate (speed) with

intonation, pitch, stress, and phrasing.

Oral reading fluency represents the ability to
read words as wholes (word recognition) with
accuracy and an appropriate rate (speed) in
connected text. (Samuels, 1976)

Reading fluency is characterizde by rate and
"effortlessness" which students exhibit as they
move through the text. (Adams, 1990)

Fluent readers understand text structure, use
appropriate intonation, and have few
interruptions. (Adams, 1990)

Reading fluency is an important skill for older
students to possess because of the large
quantities of text students must read for school
assignments. (Bryant and Rivera, 1997)

43



Texas Centerr
for,Feading
and Arts ions of Oral

hieIIC

in involFluent oral readg ves:

Reading accuracy and rate

Word recognition and less
emphasis on decoding

Use of context strategies

Emphasis on
comprehension

Awareness of
graphonemic and

syntactic components

Self-correction
of errors

Segmentation of
oral production related

to grammatical
boundaries

Automaticity

44
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Texas Center
forFeacling
andlanguage Arts

Definition of Autorna lei y

Instantaneous ident0"cation oh/words.

Automaticit does not guarantee
successful comprehensionit does free
the reader to give conscious attention to
comprehending text.

'IRMWERRM ""

L 45
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Texas Center
ior,,Feacling
ancl,tanguage Arts

--
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Center

and Language Arts
ior,Peading Reading Flueney Factors

Reading Rate

Refers to how quickly students read.

According to Guszak, the following are
standard oral reading rates for reading

grade level materials:

Grade or per Minute

1 60
2 70
3 90
4 120
5 120
6 150
(and above)

47



Texas Center
for,Feading

Nanct,panguage Arts Reading Fluency Factors

mom

The following word recognition errors
may be noted in oral reading:

Omissions: omits a word
The dog ran across (the) street.

substitutions: says one word for another.
The (boy instead of dog) ran across the street.

Reversals: reverses letters in a word.
The boy replied (on instead of no) to the question.

Hesitations: does not say a word within four
seconds.

"ITT: "v",=`="T.-..V..0".,11"." oz ..*

48
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Texas Center
rforPeacling
ancl)anguage Arts Reading Fluency Factors

Errors (cont)

Reading can be analyzed according
to errors.

The following errors can be used
to analyze reading fluency:

Meaning (semantics
similarity: for "crushed"

reads "crunched"

Function (syntax)
similarity:

Graphic/phonemic
similarity:

reads "ran"
for "runs"

reads "fatalies"
for "fatalities"

WaVS=MMEtati "r`r mem.

- 49
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Texas Center
/fors Re ading

clan Language Arts Reading Fluency Factors

P: mhr

Refers to reading "chunks" oftext that
represent syntactic and linguistic segments.

Good readers seem to be able to
process "chunks" of text as they read.

ample:

When riding a bicycle/the cyclist
should be aware/of safety
precautions/so that/accidents can be
prevented.

15
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Center
ioreading
andj4anguage Arts acteristics of nue t

tr gli g Readers

any nt secondar
students demonstrate:

familiarity with the content of text
richer vocabulary
accuracy and appropriate reading rate
automatic word recognition skills so
that attention can be devoted to
meaning
ability to "chunk" sentences
appropriately
awareness of syntactic features
ability to self-correct errors

17



Texas Center
for*Feading
andAanguage Arts-At ws of Flu ent

g Readers (cola)

a ling secoriclar
students demonstrate:

problems with accuracy and rate
continued difficulties with
phonology, language structure, and
decoding.
basic word recognition difficulties
limited sight vocabulary
word-by-word reading reflecting a
lack of sensitivity to grammatical
boundaries

52
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ATexas Center
,forFeading 1_
ar14/Lallguage Arts L4lar- eristias of Fl u .. t

Ong Readers (ca)

Sztr
reveals

seconclar

r ar.

,-

r lin
eaders:

Make more errors and fewer
self-corrections

Make more semantic errors

Pay less attention to
graphemic, contextual, and
syntactical cue systems

53
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Texas Center
for:Feading
.ancilanguage Arts

77s4:,

and ra
luericRe

The student reads with fluency and
understanding th texts at appropriate

4fficulty levels.

(a) Reads regularly in independent-level materials
(with at least 95% accuracy) and in instructional-
level materials (90%-95% accuracy).

(b) Demonstrates characteristics of fluent and
effective readers.

(c) Adjusts reading rate based on purposes for
reading.

(d) Reads aloud in selected texts in ways that both
reflect understanding of the text and engage the
listeners.

54



:inerxlzTexas aCcelinntge r

and<Danguage Arts 49 ra
Ilene

The student reads with fluency and
understanding in texts at appropriate

difficulty levels.

(a) Reads regularly in independent-level materials
(with at least 95% accuracy) and in instructional-
level materials (90%-95% accuracy).

(b) Demonstrates characteristics of fluent and
effective readers.

(c) Adjusts reading rate based on purposes for
reading.

(d) Reads aloud in selected texts in ways that both
reflect understanding of the text and engage the
listeners.

55



Texas Center
for42.eacling
anktisnguage Arts

Partner Reath.

A reading fluency building technique
designed to help students develop more
accurate and fluent word recognition

skills th connected text.

itia6"111:V-17&

Partner Reading involves:
oral reading
regular practice/modeling
error correction strategies
comprehension questions
charting of rate progress

56



...Texas Center
iorkiFeading

\and:Panguage Arts

is

What Does e Research Say
Many uency Building Tec

About
es?

Rereading the same passage leads to improved
fluency and comprehension

Rereading the same passage about four to five
times promotes fluency

New reading passages should contain words
similar to previously read passages

Rereading passages provides the type of
practice that promotes fluency

Rereading passages is a widely used technique
to assist struggling readers in becoming more
fluent readers

Speed (rate) is the best way to measure fluency
24
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Texas Center
ior,12eading
and.language Arts

at Does the Research Oa
Ch g (Graphing)?

about

It is a good tool for measuring and
monitoring student progress

It contributes to student
achievement because it is motivating
for students to chart their progress

It can be done easily by teachers and
students

25
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Texas Center
or42eading
and; Language Arts

L,9
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t
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Evaluation

Designing Instruction

g Identify Student Partners

Rank order your students according to reading ability. Split
the total list in half with one half being the higher-
performing readers (list one) and the other half being the
lower-performing readers (list two).

Identify student partners by pairing the first name on the
higher-performing readers list one with the first name on the
lower-performing readers list two. Do this in order with all
students on both lists until all students have a partner.

Example of Partner Ranking and Pairing

Higher-performing (HP)
Reader:
List One

Lower-performing (LP)
Reader:

List Two

Student
Partner Pairs

Top ranked HP
Second-ranked HP
Third-ranked HP
Fourth-ranked HP
Fifth-ranked HP

Top ranked LP
Second-ranked LP
Third-ranked LP
Fourth-ranked LP
Fifth-ranked LP

Partners A
Partners B
Partners C
Partners D
Partners E

61



Select Reading Materials

Placing LP Students in Appropriate Reading Material
is Critical to the Success of Partner Reading

Identify reading materials that the LP reader can read
successfully. Obtain books from the library or use trade
books. LP students who are placed in reading materials that
are too difficult will not benefit from Partner Reading.

Use the criteria of no more than 10 student errors per 100
words of text to help you select books for LP readers. If the
error rate is considerably greater, then the reading material
is probably too difficult.

Both partners will read from the same reading material,
which is at the LP student's reading level.

-3 )

Time Out for Problem Solving

Given the reading levels of LP students in your classroom, how
many books will you need to obtain for partner reading? Can these



books be shared across teachers on a team who are doing Partner
Reading in their content area on their designated practice day?

Are there books by content area that are written at different
difficulty levels?

Can special education teachers locate reading materials for
students with reading disabilities?

Minutes

Assemble Materials

Teachers will need:

Timing Device (stopwatch)
Chart of Student Partners
Partner Roles
Error Correction Procedures
Two Days a Week for About 20

to Implement Partner Reading
Comprehension Questions

Students will need:

63



Together

Reading Materials (LP reader's level)
Reading Folder with Graph
Pencil with Eraser
Location in Classroom to Read

Super Reading Reinforcement Sheet
Partner

Implementing Instruction

Teach Students to Chart

Provide a rationale for charting reading data: a picture will
help students see their progress; students who chart their
data seem to do better.

Demonstrate on an overhead transparency how to fill in data
boxes and graph correct rate scores on the appropriate day
(vertical) and score (horizontal) lines.

Provide sample data for students to graph.

Have students work with their reading partner or
individually to chart data.

Have students name parts of the graph: score lines and day
lines.

64



Time Out for Problem Solving

Some students may have difficulty learning to chart. Their
partner can help them chart or they can raise their hand after
reading and counting their words for the teacher to assist with
charting.

Teach students How to
Work with Partners

Tell students they will practice reading with a partner.

Assign each student a role: Partner 1 or Partner 2. Partner 1
is the stronger reader of the pair and always reads first
(modeling).

Review partner roles.

Model with a reading passage the types of error correction
procedures.

Model with a reading passage the asking of comprehension
questions.

65



Model with a student pair how to do the Partner Reading
steps.

i Have Student Partners Read

Step 1: Set Up
Have students pair up with their partner in their location of
the classroom.

Assign students their reading passage (specific pages).

Have Partner 1 raise their hands; have Partner 2 raise their
hands. Review roles.

Remind students about error correction procedures.
Remind students about comprehension questions.

66



Step 2: Timed Reading
Tell Partner 1 (the stronger reader of the pair) to read the
assigned pages until the timer sounds. Tell Partner 1 to start
over if he / she is done before the timer sounds.
Tell Partner 2 to follow along.
Set timer for 3 minutes.
Praise students for good reading and following along.

Tell Partner 2 to read the SAME assigned pages read by
Partner 1. Tell Partner 2 to start over if he / she is done
before the timer sounds.
Prompt Partner 1 to correct errors using Types of Error and
Correction Procedures information.
Set timer for 3 minutes.
Praise students for good reading and following along.

Step 3: Timed Test
Tell students it's test time.
Tell students to (1) read quickly, and (2) use error correction
procedures but don't spend a lot of time on errors.

Step 3: Timed Test (con't.)
Set timer for one minute.
Partner 1 reads assigned pages until timer sounds. Puts
finger on last word read.
Set timer for one minute.
Partner 2 reads same pages until timer sounds. Puts finger
on last word read.

Step 4: Charting
Students count number of words read and chart their data.

Step 5: Comprehension
Partner 1 and Partner 2 discuss the following questions:
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"What did you learn first?"
"What did you learn next?"
"Who or what was the passage about?"
"What were the most important parts?"

Give reinforcement (e.g., stickers) for improved scores.

Evaluating Instruction

li Conduct a weekly chart look
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c

On a weekly basis, look at the students' graphs to determine
reading fluency progress.

Time Out for Problem Solving

If progress is not being made, observe the student partners reading
to see if error correction and timing procedures are being handled
correctly.

Partner Roles
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Partner 1

Read the assigned pages.

Tell partner to use error correction
procedures and to repeat error word
correctly.

Chart data.

Ask and answer comprehension
questions.
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Partner 2

Read the assigned pages.

Use error correction procedures.

Chart data.

Ask and answer comprehension
questions.
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Types of Error Correction Procedures

Reading the wrong word:
Say "Sound it out."

Leaving out a word:
Say "Reread the sentence."

Waiting longer than 4 seconds:
Tell the word and

Say "What word?"
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t Comprehension Questions

What did you learn first?

What did you learn next?

Who or what was the passage about?

What were the most important parts?
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4 Blue Ribbon for Excellence

Super Reading for
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i Reading Partners

Partner
Pairs

1-11 Reader

Partner 1
LP Reader
Partner 2

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S

T
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Portions of these handouts are taken from the work of Dr. Jeanne Schumm,
University of Miami, and Dr. Sharon Vaughn, The University of Texas at Austin.

Summary of Curriculum-Based Measurement Research:
Pinpointing Molls, Teaching Charting

Author Subjects Results

1. Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett,
Thompson, Roberts,
Kubek, & Stecker (1994)

140 general education
students in grades 2-4
including 12 students
with learning disabilities
(LD)

produced significant
differential student
achievement
trendlines can be used to
better affect student
outcomes

2. Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett,
Bishop, & Bentz (1992)

40 general education
elementary classes grades
2-5 including at least one
student with LD in each
class

general educators were
able to implement CBM
accurately

3. Fuchs (1992) 10 general education 6th
grade classes

preliminary results
suggest CBM increases
teachers' abilities to
include students with
disabilities into class
instruction

4. Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett, &
Stecker (1990)

3 groups of students:
CBM and skills analysis,
CBM, and control group

students in CBM and
skills analysis profiles
group achieved bettter
than students in other
two groups

5. Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett, &
Stecker (1991)

33 general education
teachers in one control or
two experimental groups

greater teaching and
student improvement
when CBM used to
measure student growth
and to develop
instructional programs
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- Vignette -
Enhancing Reading Fluency at the
Secondary Level: Partner Reading

WKS:

(6.6; 7.6; 8.6) Reading/fluency
(6.8; 7.8; 8.8) Reading/ variety of texts
(6.9; 7.9; 8.9) Reading/ vocabulary development

Context

Partner Reading is a reading fluency building technique that is designed to help
students develop more accurate and fluent word recognition skills in connected text.
Partner Reading was implemented by Cara Adkinson, Becky Brandon, Susan Diebol,
Theresa Ludovissie, Marisela Morin, and Shirley Sarris, who are 6th grade teachers at
Webb Middle School in Austin. The strategy was used at the end of the day during the
advisory period.

Designing Instruction: Getting Ready:

Partner Reading takes 20 to 30 minutes to implement depending upon the length of the
required reading materials. Teachers will need to have assigned partner pairs and
explained error correction procedures to pairs. Students will need assigned reading
materials and a graph in their folders.

Implementing the InstructionThe Lesson:

I use Partner Reading to build reading fluency because I think it helps my students read
their textbooks at a faster rate. I find that when students have better reading fluency, it
is easier for me to teach concepts.

It has become a familiar procedure for the students to get their self-decorated Partner
Reading folders as they enter the classroom every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday during advisory period, which is the last 30 minutes of the day. In their folders,
students and their partners find an expository passage to read. Students work with one
story on Monday and Tuesday and a different story on Thursday and Friday. Also
included in the folder, is a list of comprehension questions, a graph, and error correction
procedures. The partner pairs are allowed to sit anywhere in the classroom. One pair of
students chooses to sit on the floor. Gilbert and Martin sit at a long table in the corner.
Thelma and May opt to sit at the computer table. The students find their weekly story in
their folder and wait for the signal to begin the strategy of Partner Reading.

The first step is practice. "Ready to learn, eyes on the paper, please begin!" I said to the
students. Partner One begins reading the story for three minutes. Partner One reads
aloud so Partner Two can follow along. The soft murmur of voices can be heard
throughout the room. I walk among the groups making sure everyone is participating,



sometimes bending towards the readers who are reading softly. "Louder," I whisper,
"If I can't hear you, your partner can't hear you either."

I continue to monitor the reading. After three minutes, I call "Please stop!" Partner
One stops reading, and Partner Two prepares to read the same passage read by Partner
One. "Ready to learn, eyes on the paper, please begin!" I say a second time. Partner
Two also reads aloud like Partner One. Partner One, the stronger reader guides Partner
Two throughout the reading.

"Reread the sentence," instructs Partner One when Partner Two leaves out a word.

When the reader pauses on a word for more than three or four seconds, Partner One
says the word, "mysterious," then asks Partner One, "What word?"
"Mysterious," responds Partner Two and continues reading. "Stop!" I say after three
minutes.

Now it is time to prepare for the next step, the one-minute timed reading. Students sit
up in their chairs and look at their teacher for the signal to proceed. "Ready to learn,
eyes on the paper, remember to do your best reading, please begin!" I call out for the last
time.

Partner One begins reading aloud the same passage and Partner Two follows along.
After one minute is up, it is now Partner Two's turn to do his or her best reading for one
minute. Everyone wants to read more words than they did yesterday.

I circulate through the room making sure everyone's reading is comprehensible.
Initially, students wanted to read so rapidly, it was hard to understand what they were
reading. After a few weeks with this program, the reading sounds much better. The
hum of their voices is almost rhythmic. "Stop," I say, after exactly one minute. Instant
silence falls over the room.

Students now chart their progress. Students are seen putting their finger on the last
word they read, and counting the words they read in that one minute. As if on remote,
they proceed to record their progress on the charts provided in their folders. Comments
can be heard throughout the classroom. "I like this story better than last week's. It
seems easier." "My score goes down on Mondays." "Mine went up by six."

After the students graph their best reading score, they ask each other questions about
what they just read. Although a set of comprehension questions is in their folders,
students love to create additional questions in their own words. The students are given
two minutes to do this part. The questions begin.

"What is the main idea of this story?"
"Where did Alex grow up?"

"What did Thomas invent?"
"Whose hitting record did Hank Aaron break?"
"Your time is up; thank you," I say.

Evaluating the Lesson:

I look at the students' graphs every Friday to see how they are doing. I want to be sure
that fluency is increasing. Sometimes, students have reached their fluency goal and I
change the grade level of their reading material. Other times, I notice that the data are
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not improving, so I talk to individual students to determine the problem. Sometimes,
students need a little pep talk to try harder; one student needed a reinforcement
program to motivate him to improve. The students have become champions of routine.
I am finding it very satisfying to see the progress and the confidence level of the
students steadily rise.
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Vignette -
Enhancing Reading Fluency at the Secondary Level: Partner Reading

TEXS:

(6.6; 7.6; 8.6) Reading/fluency
(6.8; 7.8; 8.8) Reading/variety of texts
(6.9; 7.9; 8.9) Reading/ vocabulary development

Context

Partner Reading is a reading fluency building technique that is designed to help
students develop more accurate and fluent word recognition skills in connected text.
Partner Reading was implemented by Cara Adkinson, Becky Brandon, Susan Diebol,
Theresa Ludovissie, Marisela Morin, and Shirley Sarris, who are 6' grade teachers at
Webb Middle School in Austin. The strategy was used at the end of the day during the
advisory period.

Designing Instruction--Getting Ready:

Partner Reading takes 20 to 30 minutes to implement. Teachers will need to have
assigned partner pairs and explained error correction procedures to pairs. Students will
need assigned reading materials and a graph in their folders.

Implementing the InstructionThe Lesson:

Thirty sixth graders file in. "Partner Reading today! Partner Reading today!" is my
cheery reminder. "Do we have new stuff to read? I reached my goal yesterday."
Appropriately, they get their blue folders they organized at the beginning of the
semester. They take the folders out of the basket and find a spot in the room with their
reading partner.

Beep-beep, beep-beep, a timer sounds and a few students scurry to their favorite places to
read. Within moments you can hear a pin drop.

"All Partner Ones, raise your hands," I instruct. In accordance, one person from each
pair raises his or her hand, a few after an encouraging reminder from their peer.

"Now, all Partner Twos raise your hands." This time the other member of the pair raises
his or her hand.

"Who reads first?" I inquire to the group.
"Partner One!" the class answers in unison.
"Who reads second?"
"Partner Two!" comes a second reply.

Jose and Omar are ready...Ivory and Juan are ready...Raquel and Charlene are ready. It
looks like all of my pairs are ready to begin reading. The timer is set for three minutes. I
tell the class to begin. "Ready...please...begin." The buzz of fifteen busy readers fills the
room. I monitor progress and accuracy as I move around the room listening to students
read.
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Beep-beep, beep-beep. The end of the first three minutes is up, "Okay, whose turn is it to
read now?" I prompt.

"Partner Two!" they reply.

"Ready...please read the same passage as Partner One just read. Begin!" Again I
circulate throughout the room reinforcing appropriate technique.

"Sabino is doing a terrific job of following while John is reading."
"Velma, I like the way you are paying attention and using your reading skills."

Beep-beep, beep-beep, the timer sounds ending a second timed reading. "Now it's time to
test your progress."

Beep-beep, beep-beep echoes in the room a final time where partners take turns doing their
best reading for one minute. Students muscle in the last word, then using their finger
mark their place.

After the timed test, they chart their progress. Automatically, they begin counting the
number of words they read and take out their charts to graph their progress. I continue
to monitor accuracy as I begin awarding stickers for improvement.

"Wow, you read six more words than last time! Great job, Juan."
"I read 12 more."
"I read 7 more."
"Hey, I read the same, but I think this new material was harder."

After students finish graphing their progress, we talk as a group about the reading
material and how everyone is doing. Students volunteer to share their comprehension
questions and answers.

"What happens when certain chemicals are mixed with gas?"
"What year was important for many scientific discoveries?"
"Which country has the largest scientific museum?"
"Where can children go to do hands on science projects?"
"When did science become an important field of study?"

Students finish Partner Reading for the day and reorganize their folders. They place
them in the middle of the table as Jessica and D. J. go to each table to pick up the folders
and return them to the basket.

"Good work today, everyone," I say as students gather their materials to go home.
Evaluating the Lesson:

Once students have consistently improved their fluency level, I change the level of their
reading material. I typically talk to individual students every Monday to briefly discuss
their previous week's fluency scores. I find that almost all of my students' charts show
some improvement. Every once in a while there is a student who has not shown
improvement. This is normally due to absences. Yet every once in a while a student
needs a reinforcement plan and a motivational talk. This generally does the trick. Last
week most students in my class improved by at least five words. I am so glad to see my
students learning.
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Implementing Partner Reading
setting Individual Student Fluency Goals

Getting Started

Step 1:
Have students read their assigned passage "cold" (no practice) for one
minute.

Step 2:
Have students repeat Step 1 for two more days.

Step 3:
Take the average of the three scores from Steps 1 and 2.
Compute 25% of that number and add it to the average.

(The new number is the student's fluency goal for
the following week's reading)

example:

Step 1 score: 45
Step 2 score: 47, 43
Average: 45 + 47 + 43 = 135
135 divided by 3 = 45
25% of 45 = about 11
45 + 11 = 56

56 is the student's fluency goal for the following week!

Keeping It Going

Compute a new fluency goal for subsequent weeks by:

Step 1:
Taking the last score for the week.

Step 2:
Computing 25% of that number and adding it to the last score of the week.

(The new number is the student's fluency goal for
the following week's reading.)
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Step 1: Friday's fluency score is 56
Step 2: 25% of 56 = 14
56 + 14 = 70

70 is the student's fluency goal for the following week
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Implementation Tips for Partner Reading

Selecting and Using Reading Material
Have students indicate reading topics of interest
Use the school librarian as a resource for selecting reading material
Use expository passages
Switch reading passages every two to four readings
Adjust the grade level of the materials as students become more fluent and
reach their goal

Identifying Student Partners
Consider personalities
Rank order the reading abilities of students; divide the list in half; match
students with the highest reading levels on both lists; continue this process
down both lists of students
Consider pairing very low readers with an adult partner

Preparing Student Folders
Use pocket folders to hold materials
Include a reminder sheet of correction strategies and comprehension
questions
Let students decorate their folders to promote ownership

Using Charts (Graphs)
Use the math period as the time to teach students how to chart
Have students chart their rate score and record the number they earned
Make them easy to use
Monitor student progress by examining charts weekly

Implementing Partner Reading
Have students find their own spot in the classroom for reading
Emphasize that students are trying to improve their daily fluency scores and
NOT competing with their partner
Teach students how to use the contents of the folder
Model how to do the "best reading" (speed, accuracy, intonation--not speed
reading)
Alter comprehension questions after students have read the passage a few
times

Starting rawly
Start at the beginning of the year
Model Partner Reading
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Tirninq is the Key: You Be the Judge
20 to 30 minutes of class time
3 to 4 times weekly

Source: These implementation tips are from Rebecca Brandon and Theresa Ludovissie who implemented
Partner Reading with their 6th grade students at Webb Middle Schoo in Austin.
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What is the Texas Center for
Reading and Language Arts ?

The Texas Center for Reading and Language Arts assists K-12
educators in enhancing the Reading and Language Arts knowl-
edge and skills of Texas students, through implementation of
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).

are the Ce s 'vities
Accomplished?

Goal 1: To provide a cadre of school-level specialists
with expertise in phonological awareness, word
analysis, fluency strategies, and comprehension
strategies who are able to use documented
approaches to reading and language arts
instruction to address TEKS objectives with
students in grades K-3.

Goal 2: To enhance the knowledge, skills, and
practices teachers use to implement the TEKS
reading and language arts objectives with second
languagelearners

::-'46iii"3:1;! To enhance :the:: knowledge, skills, and
practices :leathers: u implement the TEKS
reading a Ian: uage arts objectives with
stud'enti 'gradeSX-5 who are experiencing
difficulty,in readirigancPlanguage arts.

.:-Goatneii.:;To.:::enhance:::the:::knowledge, skills, and
practice.sAeachers: useA° implement the TEKS
reading and:: anguage arts objectives with
studentsirgrades648; focusing on content area
reading instruction.

Goal 5: To disseminateinformation generated by the
Texas Center for:Reading and Language Arts
using current technology and media

Goal 6: To communicate,t e goals, activities, and
accomplishments::o ithe Center to professionals

::..ana!othe4CommOnity:members

Literacy Labs
Both school-based and university-
based labs served as models for
universities and school districts.

Professional Development
Guides and Videos

These guides are designed to
provide educators across the

state with materials and plans for
professional development in

reading and language arts, and to
introduce the TEKS.

Reading Liaisons
Education Service Center Reading
Liaisons work collaboratively with

Center personnel to engage in and
provide professional development

on the TEKS.

School Partnerships
Collaborative relationships

with schools that assist in the
development of materials,

curriculum guides, and
product development.

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part 11
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Introduction

The Enhancing Reading Fluency for Secondary StudentsPart I
and Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Stu-
dentsPart Ilguides are intended to be used as a set for profes-
sional development. The video "Enhancing Reading Fluency
and Comprehension for Secondary StudentsPart I and II" in-
cludes one segment on a reading fluency technique (Partner
Reading) and another segment on reading comprehension
(Collborative Strategic Reading).

The content of this professional development guide, Enhancing
Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students: Part II, focuses
on reading comprehension which is one of several essential skills
that enable secondary students to learn to read successfully.
There are many instructional techniques that have been proven
effective in promoting reading comprehension with struggling
readers; we chose to focus on the technique called Collabora-
tive Strategic Reading (CSR) because of its empirical base across
readers who fail to acquire reading comprehension for any num-
ber of reasons (e.g., reading disability, lack of exposure to oral
reading practice, limited language proficiency).

Organization and Content of the Guide

The guide contains four sections of materials and a video for
presenters to teach Collaborative Strategic Reading. Section 2
(Professional Development), includes speaker's notes and
suggestions on how to guide participants through the workshop.
Section 3 (Overheads), contains transparencies including key
points and activities to accompany the speaker's notes. Section
4 (Handouts) includes "Workshop Notes" for participants to take
notes of the presentation, "Activity Handouts," for the group
activities, "Informational Handouts" that contain detailed
information to assist with the implementation of CSR, and
"Vignettes," which provide examples of actual classroom
implementation. Section 5 (Appendices) provides a list of
references and further readings on reading comprehension and
CSR. Finally, the video "Enhancing Reading Fluency and
Comprehension for Secondary Students" includes a segment
on CSR (Part II).
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Region XX, San Antonio Candace Anderson

Texas Center for Reading
8r Language Arts

Susan Barnes
George Blanco
Katrina Blodgett

Diane Pedrotty Bryant
David Chard

Maggie Coleman
Paula Correa
Cathy Davis

Bonnie M. Elliott
Robin Gilchrist
Philip B. Gough

Michael Guerrero
Allison Hamff
Dianne Hess

Peggy Hickman-Davis
Marty Hougen

June Jaap
Sharon Jackson

Cami Jones
Marilyn Kameen
Marcel LeJeune
Chris Lemons

Shari Levy
Robert Linne

Sharon O'Neal
Lone Ochoa
Alba Ortiz

Jean Osborn
Paul Resta
Rita Ricardo
Bobby Rigg

Phyllis Robertson
Terry Ross

Maria Seidner
Kris Sloan

Martha Smith
Kathy Stewart

Sylvia Linnan-Thompson
Brenda Tyler

Sharon Vaughn
Nicole Ugel

Cheryl Wilkinson
Jo Worthy

Terry Zimmerman
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Preparing for the Workshop

This workshop is designed to provide information about read-
ing comprehension and to prepare secondary teachers to imple-
ment Collaborative Strategic Reading with their students to pro-
mote reading comprehension. This workshop is also appropri-
ate for reading and language arts coordinators, curriculum di-
rectors, and principals who work at the secondary level.

Materials
Distribute a set of handouts (Section 4) to each
participant prior to the beginning of the workshop.
Have a few student samples of completed Semantic
Maps, Semantic Feature Analysis Maps, and Keyword
Method (see-handoufs:irrSection::Oloisharewith;
participants.
Obtain sample student "gists" to share with participants

Equipment
Overhead projector/marker
Pencils
VCR and monitor

Room Arrangement
The workshop is presented in a lecture and activity-
based format, therefore, participants must be able to
view the screen and TVNCR. During some activities,
participants will need to sit in small groups.

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Introduction

Use Overhead #1 to intro
duce the Comprehension
workshop

Agenda

oliteiOverheadiiii2iito pro-
vide aniiorganizediglance
of the workshop

Note: You
.

may want to
O68;e.foO:04t:OWh.benda.

0

Overhead #1

Eirraz
104

Enhancing Reading
Comprehension for

Secondary Students - Part U

Collaborative Strategic
Reading (CSR)

Texas Center for Reading and Language Arts
College of Education Texas Education Agency

Region XIII Education Service Center

Overhead #2

Agenda

Reading Comprehension: Collaborative
Strategic Reading (CSR)

410, ffr, "tba

4.) ft

Objectives
Reading Comprehension
TEKS and Reading Comprehension
CSR Guidelines

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Overhead #3

lArkr Radials

3102,. Objectives

Participants wilt

L> Discuss reading comprehension
Describe the skills and knowledge of
reading comprehension as specified in the
TEKS

Describe how to design, implement, and
evaluate comprehension monitoring
strategies, such as Collaborative Strategic
Reading (CSR)

Design a plan to implement CSR

L.>

3

Overhead #4

Note: FRefeivarticipants:to aetivi hamlet,

Workshop Objectives

Use"Overheac1-#3'to-re-
view the workshop objec-
tives

Note: You may wish to add
or delete objectives de-
pending on your audience

Group Activity 1

)Guide participants in Group Activity 1

Re4 Activity 1
omPrehemion

1 lica.witornt what you know
about reading cuatrtabenann
at the secondary level ,

2. In a small group, discuss your
thoughts on reading comprehension.

3. Communicate your group's thoughts on reading
comprehension with the larger group.

-"*"."%....-ste."'"."*'''''-
er It-

s .1 sr

s
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Reading
Comprehension

'Use:::Overhead :#5 .to re
Viev(ithe:defiriitiOniof math;
Apgncomprehension.

Metacognition

:...Use
plain ReadingMetacogni-
tion and its:importande:to:':
reading comprehension

(Baker and:Brown,- 1984,
Borkowski, . -1992.:' Gordon
and Pearson, :1983.)

Overhead #5

Ekre blur
. Reading Reading

Comprehension

What is Reading'
rotnprehension?

a

The goal or purpose for reading
An interactive process involving the reader,
the kind of text, and the setting
Interaction with the text to construct meaning
before, during, and after reading
The utilization of strategies by the reader to
construct meaning (i.e., the "strategic" reader)

Overhead #6

Reading
Comprehension

AIM What is Reading

iiiiiite \wt. rataeognition?

roonitorinst)

A1111117f---- .....- ,s- 1

Awareness of self as a learner
Awareness of text structures and reading
strategies
Active awareness of understanding or
remembering what has been read
The monitoring of comprehension during
reading in order to aid faltering
understanding
Awareness of when and how to use
different strategies to fix comprehension
problems and apply them effectively to new
reading situations

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Overhead #7

Reading
Comprehension

er:forlz=s use?

Activate prior knowledge
Monitor reading
Anticipate problems
Repair comprehension
Summarize
Generate mental images
Distinguish main ideas from supporting details
Distinguish important details of the text from less
significant information
Draw inferences
Ask questions
Reflect on the text

C.J.

- - - -

7

Overhead #8

Wfor Readtrag

4:1A,
Reading

Comprehension

Keg Components of Reading
Comprehension Instruction

!

Prior knowledge
Vocabulary development
Questioning techniques

Independent reading opportunities

Strategies Good
Readers Use

Use Overhead #7 to re-
:view the strategies that
good::readers:::useAuring:-.
the reading::

ressley,::BrownElanaly,
&Afflerbach;:1995.Y.

Comprehension
Instruction

Use Overhead #8 to
present an overview of the
key; oomponents of com-
prehension instruction

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Prior Knowledge

se:Overhead #9 to dis-
.cuSs the importance of pn-
or:knowledge:in:relation:to
cornprehenSfon..

Point.outexamples of ac7,
tivities that Can be used: to
activate :students! :prio
:knowledge. :

te:
vide specific i Illustrations
or examples ot how ea h
activity can be implement

u: may:iwtsh;toi pr.

ed.:..:..: in theiclassroom

(Bilhngsley.:0:Wilciti7;917, 1990;
.bgle,:.1984)

Vocabulary

::USe:Overhead-:#10:toidis
:COss::the sirripoftariCeHot:
:Vocabulary developmentl

. .

. .

171ernjan, 1987)

Overhead #9

Eirrvcou=a
Reading Camprebensinn

Prior Knowledge

Develops students' awareness
of what they know

Provides strategies for students to
connect existing knowledge with
new information in text

(Example of Activities:
K-W-L, Students discuss and record on a chart
what theyalready"know" about a topic, what
they "want" to learn about a topic, and
following what they "learned "

ainstorming:* Students list words or phrases
that.relate to a.topic or concept.

Predkting:rStiid ''''''''''''''''''''''''' about
.... Whalwill,happen:orwhat.they will learn from

reacting.

Overhead #10

Reatimq Comprebendinn

ir-- Vocabulary Development

How would you teach students the
relationship of vocabulary words to topics
and concepts?

How could you provide students with
strategies to develop an understanding of
definitions and concepts?

How could you prepare students to use
vocabulary words outside the classroom?

10
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Overhead #11

Reatli3n Camprehensien

Vocabulary Development (cool.)

.......: .. , ..........
17: Example of activities that enhance

comprehension

SemantieMappt ng.,NCategonzation procedure that
organizes words related to a core concept Into
meaningful clusters

Semantic.Feature'AnalySis:::Exammation.of howa:.
groupof related words can be discriminated from one
another' according to:their features'using a Matrix

Keyword::::Visualtzation of afannhaxconcreteword
that h resconunonifeatnieS:Withithe.definition of a

::.vocabulary. word

Overhead #12

EVIrriatlirg Readir4 ComprthensiaHn

Questioning Techniques

Before reading, have students:
Make predictions by asking questions
about what they are going to read
Use physical features (headings,
boldface terms, so forth) to generate
questions

puring,reading, encourage students tot
Ask themselves, "Does this make sense?"
Answer student-generated questions

After reading, have students:
Discuss student-generated questions about the
content
Formulate questions to stimulate further reading
and research
Summarize and organize what they have read

Vocabulary (con't)

iictiseE0verheadi*-11]:10:ex"'.:-
plain different examples of
vocabulary activities that
enhance comprehension

.i'Note:iY.c0may:wish to make
overhead.e!ef::tbe Seman, .......
tic Map:::and::Semantic
Featu re::Analysis:Map

,bandbilts:Ibithow:partici-
pants how to specifiCally
implementeach.aCtiVity

Refer participants;:to:hand7:-i
outs oftSerriantiC::Map

SernaritiCReetiire:

Method

Questioning Techniques

Use Overhead #12 to dis-
cuss how teachers:can:
use qUOStiOning::::tech-
niques to improvecorn-
prehenSiOn::::at different
stages Of:the:reading:pro-
cess.

Note: Referyarticipants to
eXamplee::0:qUestioning
echniquet- that..areipre7.:-

sented in the handouts:
Q-Matrikand Questionite
Ask Before:. During, and
After Reading.

(Becket...a. I, 1996.)
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Independent Reading

Use Overhead:#.13 to pro.;:.:
mote-theirripOrtantebuihi'
dependent:readirg..:

Ask partici.pants:40!:brairi
Storrni:thetlefinitionLO(in

:!deperident:ireading(tefe

...
Ask- participants:how: they
might-foster:Andep.end.ent..
reading;:in the:iolaSo:and::
OUtside:the'ClaSS

.

Reading Comprehension
and the TEM

, ... ....

Use:::OVerflead#14 to to
revieW:the:iFteadingiOom-
01;.6.heojoO:component of.....

the iTEKS'fcir:Grades 4-8

Note::: PartitibAntS could be
asked: to: generate activi-

": tieS-for..:each::TEK and
share their ideas with the
group..

Overhead #13

Casa
Reading Coraprehensinn

Independent Reading
Opportunities

Independent Reading helps foster a positive
attitude toward reading and literature.

Ways to Promote Independent Reading
Provide all students with a rich literary
environment
Offer meaningful opportunities to read and
write
Incorporate time for reading
Introduce and promote books
Encourage students to share reading experiences

Overhead #14

Is dT:," " TEKS and Reading
1r Comprehension, Grades 4-8

'The student comprehends selections
using a variety of strategies.

The student is expected to:
(a) Use his/her own knowledge and experience to

comprehend
(13) Monitor his/her own comprehension and make

modifications when understanding breakdowns
such as by rereading a portion aloud, using reference
aids, searching for clues, and asking questions

(c) Use the text's structure or progression of ideas such
as cause and effect or chronology to locate and recall
information

(d) Determine a text's main (or major) ideas and how
those ideas are supported with details

(e) Paraphrase and summarize text to recall, inform, or
organize ideas

(f) Draw inferences such as conclusions or
generalizations and support them with text evidence
and experience

(g) Find similarities and differences across texts such as
in treatment, scope, or organization

(h) Answer different types and levels of questions

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part Il
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Overhead #15

tt.7.2Sv-- What IS Collal)orative
V- Strategic Reading (CSR)

CSR is an instructional technique that uses
two teaching practices: cooperative learning

and reading comprehension strategies.

Heterogeneous groups
of reading ability
Student roles
Academic and social
goals

Reading
Comprehension

include=

Oral and silent reading
Vocabulary development
Predicting
Clarifying
Summarizing
Asking different types
and levels of questions
Making connections and
permitting reflection of
content IS

Overhead #16

On
Cooperative Learning

promotes social acceptance of students with
academic difficulties

involves heterogeneous groupings that
contribute to academic achievement

enhances reading achievement

contributes to student learning material
through oral repetition of information

Collaborative strategic
Reading (CSR)

Introduce Collaborative
Strategic Reading (CSR

ISCUSS theicomponentsof
cooperative learning

trreathogincompreben-
Sion

'::Tell: participants works
best:withexpositorytexts.

Note:,for further:Informatioii"
on CSR:Se.e.,:.1<iirigner. &

gener;;YOUgh,..&SChUrrirn
(in :press).:

Research on
Cooperative Learning

Use Overhead #16 to
show what the research
says:inab:oa :0:op:erative
teaming:and
prehension

Note: Refer
workshop

learnin if
miler
teaching.

reading C.C411-

participants to
devoted exclu-
cooperative

they:: are: unfa
within's approach.to
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Research on CSR

Use: Overhead #17 to
:Show whati:th.e. research
:says;:aPoUCC011atioratiVe::::
Strategic:: Reading

What Teachers Report
About CSR

'::'.Use Overhead:01 8 to dis
:cuss what teachers:report
about implementina,GSA
:in:reading classrooms

Overhead #17

Research on CSR

Ai4
-,Colkitorat

-'Sbate4042

enhances the reading comprehension
skills of students with different
reading abilities (e.g., high and low
achievers, reading disabilities)

helps diverse students develop reading
comprehension skills

Overhead #13

Elp.rresdbq Collaborative
Strategic Reading

What do teachers report about CSR?

0 Am&
ea; =.'"irrs et: 7 iv .41111

orMWTY.
wc:4-ia.Nr'sekva, rra,

...s.anas

.4,,4.4, any Lir I ;17
4 tiFtkitr_v.,:-.0'ly.tot .. ---- . N-r

VaZIEW 1% r+4(
,$ $1,

Teachers report that students...
show improvement on achievement test scores
exhibit improved reading skills
transfer the strategies to other tasks
recommend that teachers use CSR
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Overhead #19

Overhead #20

Show Thne

Use Overhead #19 to in-
troduce.themide.o;:.13eath.
ing Fltien0.:; Principles for
Instruction and Progress
Monitoring"

Tell particpants that the
videopresents a look at
CSR being Amplemented
in TekaSe:Middle school
classrooms.:::

CSR Guidelines

,H,,,,Ute,i0verheadii#20-to-in-
troduce the three guide-
lines for using CSR in the
classroom.

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Steps in Designing CSR

Use Overhead
poinViout: the :-three,:ste

... :

for designing CSR nstruc.--
tion

Preparation of Material

Use Overhead #22: to ad-
dress thei types' o materi
als that are appropriate for
CSRinstruction

Note: Refer .paticipants to
siImplementatioryiiTips:::for
Teachers--(handouts):

0

Overhead #21

Overview #22

&Zama...C:0-.4ga
Designing CSR Instruction

Preparing
Reading Materials

Reading materials should:
contain high-interest
expository text
facilitate the use of strategies

Consider materials that:
contain clues/pictures for
predicting
have limited new vocabulary
have themes and supporting
details
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Overhead #23

Spiv ibadIng Prevarbv,*atertaks

Clunk Cards

Cue cards that contain fix-up strategies for
students to figure out the meaning of

unknown words, sentences, and concepts.

P,g,111.2. I:00

1 IN " 011

1 Aro Aro,

Fix-up strategies:
Reread the sentence with the "clunk." Look
for key ideas.
Reread the sentence with the "clunk" in it;
leave out the "clunk." What word makes
sense?
Reread the sentence before and after the
sentence with the "clunk." Look for clues.
Break the word into smaller words.
Use prefixes or suffixes to help figure out the
meaning of the word.

23

Overhead #24

Preprartnu

Learning Logs

A record of students' ideas about the topic
before reading begins, difficult words and
concepts, "gists" of reading sections, and

wrap-up review questions.

Learning Logs:
use before, during, and after reading
use as a permanent record for teachers to
review and determine student progress
use as a review as needed before moving
onto the next passage

Clunk Card

Use Overhead #23 to ex-
plain Clunk Cards and
how: they.. are: used by stu-
dents::as::fot4up:strategies
dunnigl:CSR-

Note: Refer participants to
urik:Card:Thandouts)

Learning Logs

Use Overhead #24 to ex-
plain Learning Logs and
their use during CSR

Note: Referparticpante:la
theLearningLogs,hand-
Out

Point;outi:theimportance
of using:student folders:to
organize:All::CSR.::materk
als an how:::it-simplifies
using :CSR:::iniii:different:
classes:(as students move
from class to class)
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Cooperative Learning
Cue Sheets

Use Overhead #25 to ex-
plain :Cue. Sheets that
identify possible roles for :
students within their:ob-
operatiVe groups..

Refer participants to
:the:Leader's-Cue Sheet::
Hhand:OUt:::iorPihe:.:CSRH
leader

Point out that teachers
can make color,coded
cards foreach.role....(The
role can be ::written on
one side of

:.:.
the card

the .erlswe.s::responsibil-
ities on the other)

Cooperative Learning

:

Use Overhead 4126 to
describe the::stepsi:Df
working cooperatively.

Overhead #25

Th- Prepartng Skitttetatt

Cooperative
Learning Cue Sheets

Scripts students use that
specify their CSR roles
and responsibilities.

ossible roles include:
1;eaderv:Helps the group implement the

assignment by focusing on the strategies
toi.be used:

Clunk Expert: Reminds students of the
steps to follow for figuring out a word

Gist Expert: Reminds students how to
figure out The main idea.
Announcer: Calls on members to read
or share an idea

Overhead #26

ri Designing CgR instruction

Teaching Students to
Work Cooperatively

4.17,

13%
'IN:UT V.ear

,714i 1*:.
44.11-Vt

Steps to working cooperatively
Assign students to groups (consider a
balance of ethnicity, achievement, gender,
and friendship)
Assign roles to students (have them practice
their CSR roles)
Model how to work in a group cooperatively
Assign a group activity to promote
interdependence to complete the work
Monitor group progress with social and
academic goals
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Overhead #27

itolc7.7.StrosdIng

Designing CSR Instruct=

Becoming Familiar
with CSR

Step 1:
Whole Class Introduction

e

the stage for the lesson:
Tell students the topic
Connect the topic to previous lessons
Teach key vocabulary
Identify proper nouns
Provide instructions such as pages to read,
amount of time for lesson, and activity to
complete when done with CSR

Overhead #23

Eititrasa.
Deeigning CSR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSR (con%)

Step 2:
Previewing Strategy

What do I already is
know about the

topic?"

Brainstorming:
Students tell what they know
about the topic.

Rationale: Activates background
knowledge.

.0
'I think I'm

,1 going to learn
about different
types of birds

that live in the I
",. sea."

Predicting:
Students tell what they think
they will learn.

Rationale: Activates background
knowledge and motivates students to
read a passage to see if their
predictions are correct.

25

Whole Class
Introduction

Use OverheadII#274Step
1) to explain how:Jointro
duce the CSR:lessch-td
the whole class

Note:::.Reter participants, to
k Plan for Strategic Read-:
iriohandout.yoUrnaV.wish...1
to:::Make- an overheadi'of
this handout-fa presentan
overview of the::
egies used before, during,
and after reading:

Previewing

Use Overhead #28 (Step
2). to..explain :Previewing
andAsitwo components.
bra mstormingand:predfctt.::.

.. .

ingE::;

the questiOnsithat:::
Students ShOUld ask them

:::selVes:during:each: stage:
and:tharationale::for eaCh:
part

Rernind.participantsthat
students: r:eco:r:.d iiprevlew , ..

ing ideas
logs.

ontherlearning
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Previewing Tips

Use Overhead:::#290;
point out ::how.,,teachers
can:: sPecyiqa11Ni:::inStruct
stLident to::do"each:;:pre-
viewing part

Click and Clunk

Use: 0yerhead::#30AStep

ClunksandAho-rationale
. ftir:each-:

IhOlude: the questions that
students shoUld ask them-

:iselveslo help :them monk
toelheiriunderstanding,

Overhead #29

.7nraading
Designing CSR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSR (can't.)

Tips for Previewing

1

Brainstorming:
Ask students to discuss what they
already know about the topic from other
lessons, friends, movies, family.

Predicting:
Tell students to use the title,
subheadings, and pictures to make
predictions about the assigned reading
passage.

Overhead #30

-.111hio

Designing CSR Instruction

Becomi Familiar
with CSR(oontt.)

Step 3:
Click and Clunk Strategy

Clicks:
Portions of the text
understood by students

d't "Dot 1"
understand a

Chinks:
Portions of the text (words,
sentences, and concepts) that do
not make sense to students

Rationale: Helps students monitor their comprehension by
Z757-75Ftg difficult words or sections.
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Overhead #31

Designing CSR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSR (met)

Tips for Clicks and Clunks

Clicks:

Ask students to read the paragraph.
Tell students "clicking" means being
able to read the words and understand
what is written.

Clunks:

Tell students that "clunks" are parts of
text we don't understand.
Explain that fix-up strategies can be used
to figure out words we don't understand.

Overhead #32

Lovaago Ara

Designing MR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSR (met)

Step 4: Get the Gist Strategy
Students summarize the most important idea

in the paragraph(s)

'What is the most
important idea

about the who or ..`Y

what?

%."t.'1"4.:. woI'wee

"Wh o or what is
the paragrapht about ?"

Rationale: Helps improve students' understanding and
memory o reading material.
Helps students monitor their comprehension try
summarizing key information in the paragraph(s).

Click and Clunk Tips

Use Overhead #31 to
point out howteach.ers
can specifica*::instruct
students to understand
Clicks and Clunks.

,Note.,,,Refeptoii0verhead':::
#23 for:
strategie8::!,

Get the Gist

...- Use Overheack#32(Step
4) to explain,Getithe::Gist
and the rationala::for:this
strategy.

questions that ttu
dents:: should: ask them=
selveS to help thenItleter::

......

mine:the main:idea:of, the"
passage
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Get the Gist Tips

CO.v erhead #33 to
poiht.:Out:Tho'w teachers
Oan': spec!! ically :instruct:
students to get thezgist:of
what they read.

Note: The "gist"
trateci by sharing. "gists"
from student work.

Wrap Up

l.f.se.!0y.erheadiltactii(Step
5) to: explainahe: two; parts

the: ratio-

...1.0CluCielbaiquestiOna that
iStudenta ahOUld ask them-
selves gen-

:.eeate:ijaWortiiiate g ues-
tions::abOut:the:passage

Overhead #33

EVE:reading

Designing MR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSI (coret.)

Tips for Get the Gist

Have students summarize the "gist" of
the paragraph(s) in as few words as
possible.
Try the 10-finger rule where each finger
represents a word of the sentence that
summarizes the paragraph(s).

Overhead #34

,rse.
Designing MR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSR (cont)

Step 5: Wrap Up Strategy

Part I: Asking Questions
Students identify important
ideas in the passage and generate
questions about these ideas.

"What did I
learn horn

this passage?"

Rationale,: Helps students remember what
tocesidea identify important parts, and
prepare for tests. rt. /11:

. M... a'

Part II: Reviewing

Students think of and
some ing importantan they
learned.

Rationale: Helps students organize information and
Jocrie text as a whole; this can facilitate
comprehension and retention of the material.
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Overhead *n

Peeping CP Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSR (cot)

Key Words to Ilelp with Wrap Up

Students learn to use key words to
write and answer their own questions.

Key Words include:

Who?

When?
(How?

I

---itvhat?

Where?
Why? :I

Overhead #36

Designing MR Inetruetion

Becoming Familiar
with CSR(oont)

Tips for Wrap Up

Asking Questions:
Ask students to generate questions about the
entire passage.
Have them use who, what, when, where, why,
and how as starter words for the questions.
Ask students to make up questions that
might be on the test about the passage.

Reviewing"
Have students state something very important
that they learned from reading the passage.

Key Word for Wrap Up

Use Overhead #35 to re-
view key words that stu-
dents can use when writ-
ing:. and answering CSR
questions

Wrap Up Tips

Use Overhead #36 to
point out how teachers
can specifically instruct
students to wrap up CSR.
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Whole Class Wrap Up

Use Overhead #37 to ex-
plain::how:.teachers.:wrap

.
.

-:upCSRin a wholegrqup
:setting.;

InClUde,:theratitinale::1Or
the:strategy,

Mote: Refer participants to
the 0-Matrix handout:as
a tool for generating
Wrap.-up questions to
stimulate discussion
about. what students
have read.

Whole Class Wrap Up
Tips

I
Use Overhead. #38° to
point out how teachers

:wrap up whole class CSR
instruction

Have participants identify
vocabulary words and
concepts from their con-
tent area lessons that
might be "clunks" for stu-
dentS.

Overhead #37

a:6T.'"12tsding
Designing CSR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with egg -020a1.)

Step 6: Whole Class
Wrap Up Strategy

Teachers discuss the reading passage
with the whole class.

Rationale: Provides students opportunities to hear
Tfu=i-das and questions about the passage; serves
as a good synthesis activity.

Overhead #33

EiVorMaCrin7
Designing CSR Instruction

Becoming Familiar
with CSR (cwt.)

rips for Whole Class Wrap Up

Have students...
review clunks
share some of their groups' questions
answer the questions
share some of their review ideas

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II



Overhead #39

Overhead #40

87-7214"; trapiementing CCP Ineauttion

Implementation Stages

Model Mach Strategies

*Teach Roles

Role of the Teacher

...Whole'group

Monitor Groups

----

Teacher4aillitat

Student Involvement

CL = cooperative learning

CSR Implementation

Use Overhead #39 to in-
troduce the four steps
teachemwilli:US6ito::iMpleH

room

Stages of
Implementation

Use Overhead #40 to ex-
plain the implementation
stages:of:CSR(e.s;i:mod
el, teach::.strategies).and

rom
teacheridriverlito-stuclent:::
:driven ihStruction

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Modeling

Use.Overhead #41 .to ex,
plain how. teachers model; ::

.stpdoot$..

Note: leaehei-sitalk Out let.iT,
to:demonstrate ,the:thirik
Ingii:processiiwhenusing
:trie,:strategles

Teaching the Strategies

:::Use: Overhead 042:t6tlie-
cuss: hOwilbeiteacher
teedheejejOh:ete.ategy to
the whole group

Overhead #41

tatottimentbig batimattko

Modeling CSR Strategy

models the four strategies using a
sample passage with the whole class
uses "think aloud" when modeling the
strategies
repeats process two to three days when
first introducing CSR

41

Overhead #42

apbarTZPAsding bt411k1Mehtb14 =bet:medal
14.9444"...

4. le- Teaching the Strategies

Teacher...
works with the whole class through a
passage, paragraph by paragraph
asks students to discuss their ideas with
their neighbor
asks some students to share their ideas
with the whole class
repeats process two to three days

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Overhead #43

NOie:-Refer participants to- Seabirds, Click and Clunk
Cards, and :Learning Logs .handouts:

Overhead #44

Group Activity 2

Guide participants in Group Activity 2.

Part I: Demonstration of "Think Aloud" by Presenter
Previews the reading passage
Reads 1st paragraph, using "Click and
Clunk" and "Get the Gist" strategies

Part II: Practice of Strategies by Participants
Finish reading the passage
Use "Click and Clunk" and "Get the Gist" strategies

Part III: Demonstration of Wrap Up by Presenter
Generate questions
Discuss review statements
Ask participants to discuss "clunks" and
the "gist" of paragraphs

o"tmooko Implementing C5R Iruatruction

Teaching the Roles

Teacher-
assigns students to their groups
assigns roles to students
reviews role assignments using cue sheets
prompts students to implement tasks for
their roles
repeats process two to three days

CSR Roles

#44:to:ex
platrutowto:Iteachstv7.:,:i:
dents:::aboutiMaAifferent.:
roles:::and::re.spo lllllllllllllllllll
for Ind iviclualsyotn llllllllllllll
group

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Monitoring Cooperative
Learning

Use Overhead #45 to dis-
cuss. ways that teachers
monitor and .assist-stur.
dents for ::effective-.CSR
nteraction.and learning.

Emphasize that teachers
Should conduct a- whOle
Class introductiOpbefOre

. having students .work in
cooperative learning
groups and conduct a
whole class wrap Up.

Evaluating CSR
Instruction

r...
............... . ..... ........

,:......Use!Oveithead446:101n-
troduce the final section of
CSR

0

Overhead #45

Implementing CSR Instruction

Monitoring Cooperative
Learning Groups

Teacher...
discusses rules for working cooperatively
assigns the reading passage and has students
begin CSR
reminds students about role responsibilities
circulates and provides assistance for
behavior, "clunks", "gists," and so forth

Overhead #46

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students - Part II
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Overhead *47

kirctlas...CAN.

Evaluating CSR
In

Provides follow-up activities to reinforce
and evaluate student learning.

Example of follow-up activities:
Quizzes:from student4generated:queshons
Essays
Portfolios
Presentations
Visual representations

Overhead #43

e. 6fefpArticipants, admplementiv, Win*
vour,ClaSsroOrnlbrrfOrrOW ''" atidlowlm6ritation
Tips for TeaChers:handouts.

Evaluation Activities

Use Overhead #47 to re-
view different types of ac-
tivities that teachers can
use to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of CSR instruc-
tion

Group Activity 3

Guide participants:in Group. Activity. 3

nernont4v Activity 3
-'"'nromplifyve

To implement CSR in your classroom, carefully consider the following
questions. Record your answer in the "Implementing CSR in Your
Classroom Tomorrow" answer sheet.:

1. Which class will you use CSR with, and why would you choose that class?
2. What topic will be the focus of CSR?
3. What is your timeline for getting ready to implement C: SR and for teaching the

first lesson to your class?
4. Are you presently using Cooperative Learning groups? If not, how will you

group students?
5. What preparations need to be completed before you begin? Materials?

Instructional timeline for modelingand teaching?
6. How often do you hope to use CSR with your classes?
7. What are some of the problems you might anticipate using CSR, and how can

you address those problems?
8. What are some ways you can evaluate student learning using CSR?

Enhancing Reading Comprehension for secondary Students - Part II
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Texas Center
for42eading

\and. tanguage Arts

Reading
o.sion for

e ts Part 11

ollaborativ
Readi

Texas Center for Reading and Language Arts
College of Education Texas Education Agency

Region XIII Education Service Center
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Texas Center
forReading
and language Arts

rida

IZeading Co e ension: Co lla
strategic Reading (

..-orative

..R)

Objectives
Reading Comprehension
TEKS and Reading Comprehension
CSR Guidelines
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Texas Center
foreading
andlanguage Arts

ob.

Participants
L> Discuss reading comprehension

Describe the skills and knowledge of
reading comprehension as specified in the
TEKS

L> Describe how to design, implement, and
evaluate comprehension monitoring
strategies, such as Collaborative Strategic
Reading (CSR)

L> Design a plan to implement CSR
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Texas Center
forkFeading
andIanguage Arts

t is Reading
prehension9

44ftwook

The goal or purpose for reading
An interactive process involving the reader,
the kind of text, and the setting
Interaction with the text to construct meaning
before, during, and after reading
The utilization of strategies by the reader to
construct meaning (i.e., the "strategic" reader)

126
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Texas Center
for Reading

\and,Language Arts Readi
ompre e

's Reading
ton?

(co prehension
monitoring

Awareness of self as a learner
Awareness of text structures and reading
strategies
Active awareness of understanding or
remembering what has been read
The monitoring of comprehension during
reading in order to aid faltering
understanding
Awareness of when and how to use
different strategies to fix comprehension
problems and apply them effectively to new
reading situations
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Texas Center
for,Feading
and,Language Arts

at strate es
do good readers

Activate prior knowledge
Monitor reading
Anticipate problems
Repair comprehension
Summarize
Generate mental images
Distinguish main ideas from supporting details
Distinguish important details of the text from less
significant information
Draw inferences
Ask questions
Reflect on the text

7
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Texas Center
for,?eading

\and 4anguage Arts Rea &n
Corn rehension

omponents of Reading
prehension In uction

Prior knowledge
Vocabulary development
Questioning techniques
Independent reading opportunities

8
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Texas Center
for43eacling

'arid, Arts Reading Comprehension

Prior K, led

Develops students' awareness
of what they know

Provides strategies for students to
connect existing knowledge with
new information in text

pie Activities:
K-W-L: Students discuss and record on a chart
what they already "know" about a topic, what
they "want" to learn about a topic, and
following reading what they "learned."

Brainstorming: Students list words or phrases
that relate to a topic or concept.

Predicting: Students make predictions about
what will happen or what they will learn from
reading.
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Texas Center
forkFeading

"\ancl Language Arts Reading Comprehension

Vo ab Development

How would you teach students the
relationship of vocabulary words to topics
and concepts?

How could you provide students with
strategies to develop an understanding of
definitions and concepts?

How could you prepare students to use
vocabulary words outside the classroom?

10
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Texas Center
fork?eading
aricl,Wriguage Arts Reading Comprehension

ocabul Develop ent cora)

ample of a °vides at e ante
comprehension:

Semantic Mapping: Categorization procedure that
organizes words related to a core concept into
meaningful clusters.

Semantic Feature Analysis: Examination of how a
group of related words can be discriminated from one
another according to their features using a matrix.

Keyword: Visualization of a familiar concrete word
that shares common features with the definition of a
vocabulary word.

11
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Texas Center
foreacling

N\ancl Language Arts Reading Comprehension

10

Before reading, have students:
Make predictions by asking questions
about what they are going to read
Use physical features (headings,
boldface terms, so forth) to generate
questions

'n readins encourage studen o:

Ask themselves, "Does this make sense?"
Answer student-generated questions

After reading, have students:
Discuss student-generated questions about the
content
Formulate questions to stimulate further reading
and research
Summarize and organize what they have read

12
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Texas Center
for,Reading
and,Language Arts

Reading Comprehension

0

Independent Reading helps foster a positive
attitude toward reading and literature.

a s to Promote Independent Reading
Provide all students with a rich literary
environment
Offer meaningful opportunities to read and
write
Incorporate time for reading
Introduce and promote books
Encourage students to share reading experiences

13
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Texas CenterTexas
for,Feading

\and J.janguage Arts
-,..-- TE nd

ornprebensio
R adi

The student comprehends selections
using a variety of strategies.

The dent is e ected to:
(a) Use his/her own knowledge and experience to

comprehend
(b) Monitor his/her own comprehension and make

modifications when understanding breakdowns
such as by rereading a portion aloud, using reference
aids, searching for clues, and asking questions

(c) Use the text's structure or progression of ideas such
as cause and effect or chronology to locate and recall
information

(d) Determine a text's main (or major) ideas and how
those ideas are supported with details

(e) Paraphrase and summarize text to recall, inform, or
organize ideas

(f) Draw inferences such as conclusions or
generalizations and support them with text evidence
and experience

(g) Find similarities and differences across texts such as
in treatment, scope, or organization

(h) Answer different types and levels of questions

14
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Texas Center
for,Feacling
and J.:language Arts 's Collabora

c Reading )

CSR is an instructional technique that uses
two teaching practices: cooperative learning

and reading comprehension strategies.

Cooperative
Learning
includes:

Heterogeneous groups
of reading ability
Student roles
Academic and social
goals

Reading
Comprehension

includes:

Oral and silent reading
Vocabulary development
Predicting
Clarifying
Summarizing
Asking different types
and levels of questions
Making connections and
permitting reflection of
content

136
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py Texas Center
forFeacling
and Language Arts Reerch on

rative Learning

Cooperative
Le fling

promotes social acceptance of students with
academic difficulties

involves heterogeneous groupings that
contribute to academic achievement

enhances reading achievement

contributes to student learning material
through oral repetition of information

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Texas Center

.:\andlanguage Arts

Research

rr

Collaborative
ate ea

enhances the reading comprehension
skills of students with different
reading abilities (e.g., high and low
achievers, reading disabilities)

helps diverse students develop reading
comprehension skills

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Texas Center
forkFeacling
and,Language Arts

teachers report al. out CRIZ?

Teachers report that dents...

show improvement on achievement test
scores
exhibit improved reading skills
transfer the strategies to other tasks
recommend that teachers use CSR

18
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Texas Center
for Reading

\\andtanguage Arts

Designing CSR Instruction

Reading aterial should:
contain high-interest
expository text
facilitate the use of strategies

onsider materials t
contain clues/pictures for
predicting
have limited new vocabulary
have themes and supporting
details

22
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Center
ior.Feading
and:Danguage Arts Preparing Materials

C1 '

cue cards that contain fir-up strategies for
students to fikure out the meaning of

unknown words, sentences, and concepts.

Reread the
sentence with
the "clunk.
Look for key
ideas.

F up rate es:
Reread the sentence with the "clunk." Look
for key ideas.
Reread the sentence with the "clunk" in it;
leave out the "clunk." What word makes
sense?
Reread the sentence before and after the
sentence with the "clunk." Look for clues.
Break the word into smaller words.
Use prefixes or suffixes to help figure out the
meaning of the word.
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la Texas Center
35111.4 or T2e a cling

\and tanguage Arts Preparing

o
Materials

A record of students' ideas about the topic
before reading begins, difficult words and
concepts, 'i'ts" of reading sections, and

wrap-up review questions.

Learning Logs:
use before, during, and after reading
use as a permanent record for teachers to
review and determine student progress
use as a review as needed before moving
onto the next passage
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Texas Center
iorsiZeading
andlanguage Arts

Preparing Materials

Scripts students use that
sped their CSR roles

and responsibilities.

( Possible roles include:
Leader: Helps the group implement the
assignment by focusing on the strategies
to be used.

Clunk Expert: Reminds students of the
steps to follow for figuring out a word.

Gist Expert: Reminds students how to
figure out the main idea.
Announcer: Calls on members to read
or share an idea.
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ikTexas Center
forsReading
and Language Arts

Designing CSR instruction

Teat i g S tu.den t 0
ooperatively

Steps to working cooperativel
Assign students to groups (consider a
balance of ethnicity, achievement, gender,
and friendship)
Assign roles to students (have them practice
their CSR roles)
Model how to work in a group cooperatively
Assign a group activity to promote
interdependence to complete the work
Monitor group progress with social and
academic goals
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,,,,Wit.Texas Center
ior42eading

\anel,Language Arts

Designing COR Instruction

ole
t p 1:

Intr. du

et e age for the leson:
Tell students the topic
Connect the topic to previous lessons
Teach key vocabulary
Identify proper nouns
Provide instructions such as pages to read,
amount of time for lesson, and activity to
complete when done with CSR
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itTexas Center
ior,Reading
and Language Arts

Designing MR. bistruction

Becornt
VT it)

Bra4nstorming:
Students tell what they know
about the topic.

Rationale: Activates background
knowledge.

"I think I'm
going to learn
about different
types of birds
that live in the

sea."

"What do I already
know about the

topic?"

Prediting:
Students tell what they think
they will learn.

Rationale: Activates background
knowledge and motivates students to
read a passage to see ?if their
predictions are correct.

149
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Texas Center
for,Reading
ancl Language Arts

Designing COP Instruction

Bea°

S! for Previ

Brainstorming:
Ask students to discuss what they
already know about the topic from other
lessons, friends, movies, family.

Pre
Tell students to use the title,
subheadings, and pictures to make
predictions about the assigned reading
passage.

29
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Texas Center
iorPeading

''''ancl,tianguage Arts

Designing MR. tristruction

Becorm g

f.

Ch. it nd Chink Stra e

Chas:
Portions of the text
understood by students

:lug:

Portions of the text (words,
sentences, and concepts) that do
not make sense to students

Rationale: Helps students monitor their comprehension by
clarinithg difficult words or sections.

30
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:Q Texas Center
for,Feading
and:Panguage Arts

Designing egrZ Instruction

't)

Chc

Ask students to read the paragraph.
Tell students "clicking" means being
able to read the words and understand
what is written.

Tell students that "clunks" are parts of
text we don't understand.
Explain that fix-up strategies can be used
to figure out words we don't understand.

31
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iorsFeading
.,candtanguage Arts

4:4

Designing CSR Instruction

Becorm Pamili

with R (writ)

t e Gist ..
Students summarize the most important idea

th the paragraph(s)

"What is the most
important idea

about the who or
what?

"Who or what is
the paragraph

about?"

Rationale: Helps improve students' understanding and
memory of reading material
Helps students monitor their comprehension by
summarizing key Won-nation in the paragraph(s).

32
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Texas Center
ioreacling
and joanguage Arts

Designing CSR hastruction

WI (con't.)

Have students summarize the "gist" of
the paragraph(s) in as few words as
possible.
Try the 10-finger rule where each finger
represents a word of the sentence that
summarizes the paragraph(s).

33
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Texas Center
iforyFeading
and Danguage Arts

Designing CSR histruction

Part I: Asking Questions
Students identify important
ideas in the passage and generate
questions about these ideas.

Rationale: Helps students remember what
was read, identifr important parts, and
prepare for tests.

"What did I
learn from

this passage?"

Part II: Reviewing

Students think of and tell
something important they
learned.

Rationale: Helps students organize information and
focus on the text as a whole, this can Jim-dilate
comprehension and retention of the material.

34
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Texas Center
iorPeading

\and 4anguage Arts

Desi ing CSR Instruction

t)

Students learn to use key words to
write and answer their own questions.

include:

156
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ior42eacling

\and:Language Arts

Designing CgR instatuction

Becorm
emit)

for

king Questions:
Ask students to generate questions about the
entire passage.
Have them use who, what, when, where, why,
and how as starter words for the questions.
Ask students to make up questions that
might be on the test about the passage.

e ng:
Have students state something very important
that they learned from reading the passage.

36
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foiq3eading
and Language Arts

Designing CS..RJ Instruction

( ii har
(cora)

RtRp
a.

..:ole C

p Strate
a

Teachers discuss the reading passage
with the whole class.

Rationale Provides students opportunities to hear
other ideas and questions about the passage; serves
as a good synthesis activity.

37
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kTexas Center
ioNFeacling
andlanguage Arts

Designing CSR Instruction

Tip for oIe class. Wrap Up

Have students...
review clunks
share some of their groups' questions
answer the questions
share some of their review ideas

38
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Texas Center
ifor..Feacling

c tanOanguage Arts Implementing CSR instruction

tati

Model Teach Strategies.

Teach Roles

Role of the Teacher

Monitor Groups

Teacher-directed Teacher-facilitate
Whole group

Student Involvement

Limited
Whole group

CL group
d

Active
CL group

CL = cooperative framing 40
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a,.Texas Center
orReacling

\and,T4anguage Arts Implementing CSR Instruction

ovide the
Pict

7

Teacher...
models the four strategies using a
sample passage with the whole class
uses "think aloud" when modeling the
strategies
repeats process two to three days when
first introducing CSR

162 BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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Texas Center
iorFeading
and,tanguage Arts implementing CCIR Instruction

Teac
works with the whole class through a
passage, paragraph by paragraph
asks students to discuss their ideas with
their neighbor
asks some students to share their ideas
with the whole class
repeats process two to three days

42
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,kTexas Center
iorki2eading
and .Panguage Arts Implementing MR Ingtruction

eac t e Role

assigns students to their groups
assigns roles to students
reviews role assignments using cue sheets
prompts students to implement tasks for
their roles
repeats process two to three days

44
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and Language Arts

Implementing CgIR Instruction

Mo
Learni

g Coop at
roups

ve

Teacher...
discusses rules for working cooperatively
assigns the reading passage and has students
begin CSR
reminds students about role responsibilities
circulates and provides assistance for
behavior, "clunks", "gists," and so forth
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and Language Arts

Provides follow-up activities to reinforce
and evaluate student leamths.

ample follow-up activities:
Quizzes from student-
generated questions
Essays
Portfolios
Presentations
Visual representations

167
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Present

Past

Possibility

Probability

Prediction

Imagination

Q Matrix
to*

14),0
Of 0

4 Se.
o

o A
0

Sys

1.

What
Is?

2.

Where/
When

Is?

3.

Which
Is?

4.

Who
Is?

5.

Why
Is?

6.

How
Is?

7.

What
Did?

8.

Where/
When
Did?

9.

Which
Did?

10.

Who
Did?

II.

Why
Did?

12.

How
Did?

13.

What
Can?

14.

Where/
When
Can?

15.

Which
Can?

16.

Who
Can?

17.

Why
Can?

18.

How
Can?

19

What
Would?

20.

Where/
When

Would?

21.

Which
Would?

22.

Who
Would?

23.

Why
Would?

24.

How
Would?

25.

What
Will?

26.

Where/
When
Will?

27.

Which
Will?

28.

Who
Will?

29.

Why
Will?

30.

How
Will?

31.

What
Might?

32.

Where /

mih ghent?

33.

Which
Might?

34.

Who
Might?

35.

Why
Might?

36.

How
Might?

Contributed by: Dr. Suzanne Robinson, The University of Kansas.
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Source: Wildlife Education, Ltd., ZOOBOOKS 12(7), April 1995.
9820 Willow Creek Road, Suite 300, San Diego, Ca. 92131.

A seabird is any bird that spends most of
its time at sea and depends on the sea and its
islands for all its basic needs. The sea
provides food, and its remote islands and
rocky outcroppings provide safe nesting and
resting places. For 60 million years, these
highly specialized and diverse birds have
adapted to life on the world's vast oceans.

Most of the 8,600 species of birds
worldwide spend their lives in the air and on
land. Only 2-60 or so of those species live in
the air and on the sea. The differing habitats
of deserts, mountains, and tropics are
obvious for birds that are at home on land.
But the sea is subtle. It may look like endless,
unchanging ocean, but it offers a variety of
habitats. Seabirds live in polar waters,
equatorial waters, areas of cold water
currents, upwellings, and other places where
the water is turbulent and they find the most
food. Fish feed in these areas because the
turbulence, or motion of water, stirs the
nutritive brew that promotes a rich growth
of plankton. Fish feed on plankton, and
seabirds eat a lot of fish.

Seabirds share a life at sea, but they have
adapted to it in widely different ways. Some
fly for months at a time, others can't fly at all.
Some come ashore only to nest, others come
ashore each night to roost. Most have
waterproof plumage, some do not. None
walk well because they are not adapted to
life on land.

One particularly skilled seabird can't
even swim! The frigatebird can only fly and
perch, but its acrobatics in the air win it all
the food it wants. It is an aerial pirate,
chasing, attacking, and stealing food from
other birds. It gets its name from the frigates
or man-o'-war ships sailed by pirates.

Life at sea seems healthy for the specially
adapted seabirds. They have far longer
lifespans than most birds. Depending on the
species, seabirds can live to be 30, 40, or 50
years old. Only since people began to invade
their remote islands and introduce predators,
have some seabirds become endangered.

BEST COPY MAILABLE
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CSR LEADER'S CUE SHEET

BEFORE READING DURING READING AFTER READING

PREVIEW: READ: WRAP UP:

S: We know that today's
topic is .

S: Who would like to read the
next section? Announcer,
please call on someone to
read.

CLICK AND CLUNK:

S: Now let's think of some
questions to check if we
really understood what
we read. Everyone write
your questions in your
Learning Log.
Remember to start your
questions with who,
when, what, where,
why, or how.

S: Announcer, please call
on people to share their
best questions.

S: In our Learning Logs,
let's write down as
many statements as we
can about what we
learned.

COMPLIMENTS AND

S: Let's brainstorm and write
everything we already
know about the topic in
our Learning Logs.

S: Announcer, please call on
people to share their best
ideas.

S: Now let's predict and
write everything we think
we might learn about
from reading today.

S: Announcer, please call on
people to share their best
ideas.

S: Did everyone understand
what we read? If you did not,
please write your clunks in
your learning log.

S: (if someone has a clunk):
Announcer, please call on
someone to say their clunk.

S: (if someone has a clunk):
Clunk Expert, please help us
out.

GET THE GIST:

S: What is the most important
idea we have learned about
the topic so far? Everyone
think of the gist.

S: Announcer, please call on
someone to share their
answer.

S: Does everyone agree with that
idea?

S: Now we will go around the
group and each say the gist in
our own words.

GO BACK AND DO ALL OF
THE STEPS ON THIS PAGE
OVER EACH SECTION

SUGGESTIONS:

S: The Encourager has been
watching carefully and
will now tell us two
things we did really
well as a group today.

S: Is there anything anyone
can think of that would
help us do even better
next time?



Implementation Tips for
Collaborative Strategic Reading (CSR)

Selecting Reading Samples
Textbooks
Textbook Supplements
Authentic Materials (magazines for students)

Preparing CSR Materials
Student Folders
Learning Logs and Clunk Cards
Cue Sheets for Student Roles
Cooperative Group Checklists

Implementing Cooperative Learning Groups
Keep the same groups for several weeks
Review working in groups
Reteach expectations
Start with partners and slowly work up to groups
Monitor, circulate, and reward correct behaviors

Teaching Cooperative Learning Roles
Assign everyone a job
Color-code cue sheets and job cards
Have one person responsible for selecting and retrieving materials
Have students practice their role for several weeks

Finding a Spot to Start CSR
Preteach vocabulary in a passage
Introduce a topic
Read a portion or all of a lesson
Use current events

Starting Earls
Start at the beginning of the year
Model CSR during the first reading assignment
Provide whole group practice before CL groups



Timing is the Key: You Be the Judge
20 to 40 minutes of classtime
2 to 3 times weekly
Once weekly for test/ quiz preparation

Evaluating with Follow Up Activities
Clunk Chains
Graphic Organizers
Venn Diagrams
5 W's
Semantic Webs

Source: These implementation tips are from Johnnie Harris and Susan Diebol who implemented Partner
Reading with their 6th grade students at Webb Middle School in Austin.
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- Vignette 1
Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students:

Collaborative strategic Reading

TEKS:

(6.10; 7.10; 8.10) Reading/comprehension
(6.6; 7.6; 8.6) Reading / word identification
(6.9; 7.9; 8.9) Reading/ vocabulary development
(6.11; 7.11; 8.11) Reading/literacy response

Context:

Collaborative Strategic Reading (CSR) was a favorite reading comprehension
strategy for sixth grade teachers and students at Webb Middle School in Austin.
The CSR strategy was implemented by Grace Brewster, Johnnie Harris, Jeff
Roberts, and LaMetra Williams over a period of four months during the 1997-
1998 school year. Teachers worked together as a team incorporating the CRS
strategies into content areas including: social studies, science, and language arts.

Designing Instruction-Getting Ready:

CSR requires approximately 40 minutes to an hour to implement. It can be used
in content area classes two to four times a week depending on the content being
studied and how the teacher chooses to have students interact with the material.
CSR is designed to be used with expository text found in social studies, science,
or other content area textbooks. Additionally, "authentic" reading materials
such as the Weekly Reader and Scholastic Magazine can used with CSR.
Students need: (1) individual copies of reading materials, (2) CSR Cue Sheets that
outline group roles to be followed in cooperative learning groups, and (3)
Learning Logs to help students keep track of their vocabulary words and
comprehension summaries.

Implementing the Instruction-The Lesson:

I am teaching a social studies unit on ancient world cultures over a two week
period. I am using the CSR strategies to help students read and understand
material about ancient world cultures. Through reading and group discussions,
students develop a better understanding of the content discussed in their
textbook.

Before we begin the day's lesson, I remind the class briefly about the CSR
cooperative learning roles. I have used cooperative learning with my students all
year so they understand the purpose of working in groups and the importance of
completing the responsibilities assigned to their role. We have discussed
appropriate cooperative learning behaviors all year and the expectation for



implementing the behaviors in group work. To begin, I review the CSR
strategies (preview, click and clunk, get the gist, wrap up) for about five minutes
and reinforce the importance of good reading comprehension skills when
reading social studies materials.

My students are assigned to groups of six. Each person in the group has a role.
In group #1, Donny is the 'leader' today. He will lead his group in discussing
the reading material and using the CSR strategies. Leroy is the 'clunk expert.'
His role is to remind the group about the ways to figure out a difficult word or
concept (clunks). Fely, the 'announcer,' calls on different people to read or share
their ideas. She also makes sure that everyone is participating and not speaking
at the same time. Andres is the 'encourager.' He is responsible for praising all
members for their cooperation and behaviors. Carla is the 'reporter.' She will
speak to the class about her group's findings during the 'wrap up.' She will also
share any favorite questions or comments with the class. Mary is the 'time
keeper.' She tells her group when it is time to move on to other CSR strategies.
She makes sure that her group stays on task according to the time allotted during
the class period.

Each group has the leader pick up folders with the materials needed to complete
the assignment. Donny gives each person the materials they are responsible for
according to their roles. He has a 'CSR leader's cue sheet' for himself. He hands
everyone a 'learning log' and asks everyone to open their textbooks to page 134
to a passage titled, Ancient Civilizations in Latin and Central America.

As I look around the room, all groups are 'previewing' the passage. They
brainstorm what they already know about ancient civilizations. Then, they
examine the reading passage to find clues that help them make predictions about
the content of the reading. In group #1, Fely, the announcer, calls on people to
share their best ideas.

Mary is called on, "Well I think that there were ancient civilizations who lived in
Peru and Columbia because the pictures on these pages are of people in Peru and
Columbia." "Yea, and Mexico too because there is a word in bold that says
Mexico," replies Carla.

Fely now calls on group members to read. Students take turns reading a
paragraph. They click along (understanding the material) but when they come to
a clunk (word or sentence they don't understand) the clunk expert helps out.
While they are reading there are a few clunks that I observe all group members
writing down. Donny raises his hand and has a question for me. "We still can't
figure out this word. It has come up twice and we think it is maybe a name."

"Maya" is the word that the group is stuck on; this is a clunk. They know that
this word and other words that are bold faced will give them hints about the
main ideas of the reading passage.
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"Wait, that's my job. I'm the clunk expert," says Leroy. "Does anyone know
how to figure out this word?" Leroy goes through the dunk fix-up strategies
with the group to try to figure out the meaning of the word.

The group works through the fix-up strategies and Carla says, "Oh, that is what
'Maya' means; it's the name of a bunch of people. They were an ancient
civilization in Mexico. And those pictures are of their ceramics and crafts. See,
do you guys understand?" "Right," Leroy says. "If the people from Peru are
called 'Incas,' then the people from Mexico are called 'Aztec' and 'Mayas.' So
'Maya' is just the name of the ancient civilization."

Mary reminds everyone that they can write a good gist now that they
understand the vocabulary better. All members of group #1 write the word
'MAYA' down on their learning log. After a paragraph is read, students work
together on getting the gist and writing it down on their log. Mary tells her
group they have to move on and think hard so that they have time to discuss the
gist and do a wrap up.

I walk around the room and monitor other groups' progress. All groups are
reading, writing, and discussing the passage.

Everyone in the group thinks of a gist after they read each paragraph or section.
I find this particularly useful because students have to summarize the
information by finding the main idea and putting into their own words the most
important information in the paragraph or section. It helps them add on to
previous ideas because they are using critical thinking skills throughout the
entire lesson.

Students in group #1 generate the following gists after reading the paragraphs:

"People still study the artifacts and languages from ancient civilizations."
"Some people today still speak Mayan, an ancient language."
"Ancient civilizations had a lot of gold and arts and crafts."
"The Inca, the Aztec, and the Maya are part of Hispanic history."

Now the students move to the next CSR strategy: 'wrap up.' They know that
they need to come up with questions about their reading. The students like to
use "who," "what," "where," "why," "when," and "how" to figure out
questions.

Group #1 wants to share their 'wrap up' questions and answers with me. They
are excited about their work, and I am pleased with their ability to work together
as a group, follow directions, and generate stimulating' ideas from the passage. I
find that CSR helps students participate, regardless of their individual reading
levels.

I remind my students to identify questions that they think I would ask on a test.
Often their questions are so good, I use some of them on the test. Group #1
showed me the following wrap up questions that their group came up with:
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"Where can you find artifacts from ancient civilizations today?"
"What are some of the indigenous languages from ancient civilizations?"
"Where did Central American Indians live?"
"What did people who lived in ancient civilizations do for fun and eat for
dinner?"
"Are there still members of the Incas and the Mayas living today?"
"How would an ancient civilization fit into society today?"

The encourager, Andres, tells everyone that they worked well together as a team.
The groups are eager to share their favorite questions with the whole class.

I have grown very fond of this strategy because it is helping so many of my
students. I feel confident that all of them learned something about ancient world
cultures today. CSR enables me to see first hand that students are learning new
vocabulary words and using their new vocabulary words in a sentence. When
the students 'get the gist' of the individual paragraphs, I am able to con dude that
the students are understanding new and important information from their social
studies textbook. It is not often that I find a strategy that is so beneficial for most
of the students in my class.

Evaluating the Lesson:

At the end of the week, I collect all the 'learning logs.' I look to see if there are
any similarities in the vocabulary that is difficult for the students (clunks). If
certain words continually come up, I conduct more formal class vocabulary
lessons with these words. I have found that 'learning logs' are a good way for
me to evaluate learning, and they are superb study guides for the students.
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Vignette 2 -
Enhancing Reading Comprehension for Secondary Students:

Collaborative strategic Reading

WKS:

(6.10; 7.10; 8.10) Reading/comprehension
(6.6; 7.6; 8.6) Reading / word identification
(6.9; 7.9; 8.9) Reading/ vocabulary development
(6.11; 7.11; 8.11) Reading/literacy response

Context:

CSR was a favorite reading comprehension strategy for sixth grade teachers and
students at Webb Middle School in Austin. The CSR strategy was implemented
by Grace Brewster, Johnnie Harris, Jeff Roberts, and LaMetra Williams over a
period of four months during the 1997-1998 school year. Teachers worked
together as a team incorporating the CRS strategies into content areas including:
social studies, science, and language arts.

Designing Instruction: Getting Ready:

CSR requires approximately 40 minutes to an hour to implement. It can be used
in content area classes two to four times a week depending on the content being
studied and how the teacher chooses to have students interact with the material.
CSR is designed to be used with expository text found in social studies, science,
or other content area textbooks. Additionally, "authentic" reading materials such
as the Weekly Reader and Scholastic Magazine can used with CSR. Students
need: (1) individual copies of reading materials, (2) CSR Cue Sheets that outline
group roles to be followed in cooperative learning groups, and (3) Learning Logs
to keep track of their vocabulary words and comprehension summaries.

Implementing the Instruction- -The Lesson:

I am the History teacher. This week we began our unit on Greece and Greek
Myths. To introduce this unit, I am using the CSR strategies to generate interest
and aid students with their reading comprehension.

I have copied an article for the lesson I found in our school library. Students in
my class have their own CSR folders. Before the students enter the room, I have
their folders on their desks so they are ready to learn as soon as they come into
the classroom.

Students' roles are assigned and everyone has a responsibility. This is one of the
components of CSR that I find to be most helpful. It has been my experience that



students tend to pay attention to the lesson and learn more when they have
ownership and are involved in group activities.

I always start CSR by reminding the students about the CSR roles (Leader, Clunk
Expert, Announcer, Encourager, Reporter, Time Keeper) and discuss the
importance of cooperative learning. I also briefly review the CSR strategies
(preview, click and clunk, get the gist, wrap up). Once I am finished reviewing
the strategies, the students begin previewing the article.

I tell the students that previewing the article is just like going to the movies and
seeing a movie preview. My students enjoy this analogy. They are much more
inclined to look through their reading materials for cues as a result of being
taught the preview strategy from CSR.

After the students preview the text, I observe groups of students taking turns,
reading passages, and discussing the article. Most students have just finished
reading information about the Greek myth of Prometheus. The article explains
that the myth of Promotheus, was a favorite among the Greeks. It emphasizes
that to the Greeks, Prometheus was a great hero.

The article implies that to the Greeks the men in other countries were all
barbarians and that the Greeks thought of themselves as very different from
barbarians. The Greeks felt they were special. They felt like men who had been
given the gift of Prometheus.

As I walk around the room, I hear all kinds of thought-provoking questions
being asked:

"What does barbarian mean?"
"Was Prometheus a person?"
"Where is Greece?"
"Why did the Greeks think they were very special?"

The group discussions initiated by the students seem to help them figure out
meaningful information on their own. I have often been surprised by the
stimulating conversations I hear as I walk around the room.

Students continue to take turns reading, discovering new vocabulary, and
discussing the article. Every so often, a student gets caught on a 'clunk' This is
where they find a word that is either new or difficult, and they use the clunk
strategies to help them discover the meaning. 'Clunks' are written down on
learning logs' and students use clues from the paragraph they are reading or
previous paragraphs to help them figure out the word. The 'clunk expert' also
has 'cue cards' that offer students a variety of ways to figure out the 'clunks.'
The 'learning logs' have been excellent vocabulary study guides for the students.
We have often referred back to them to generate unit vocabulary lists that we
post around the room.
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Once they have finished reading the paragraphs they have read, they 'get the
gist.' This involves every member of the group thinking of the most important
idea from the topic that has been learned and summarizing it or restating it in
their own words.

Then, the groups conduct a 'wrap up.' Wrap up' is where the students put all of
their gists and discoveries together and give an overall group summary of the
article. Most groups have very different wrap ups. This reflects the diversity
and individuality of my students. By the end of the class, my students are
yearning for more Greek history. 'Wrap Up' questions include:

"Would it be easier for the Greeks to travel by land or by sea?"
"Is Greece mostly covered by mountains or lowlands?"
"What does Greece have to do with the Olympics?"
"Why was the sea such an important part of Greek myths?"
"What other countries have a Mediterranean climate?"

In this class, it is very apparent that learning is taking place. All students are
working together in cooperative groups; students are referring to their 'learning
logs' for information when they talk to each other about the article; and 'wrap
up' questions are interesting as well as relevant to the article the students just
read.

It gives me great pleasure when students discover interests in areas that they
never would have thought would be fun to learn. After the CSR introduction, I
had to promise my students that we would talk more about Greece and Greek
gods tomorrow.

Evaluating the Lesson:

I evaluate student learning throughout the period by looking at individual
'learning logs' and listening to group discussions. Sometimes, I ask individual
group members to report the 'clunks' from their group. I usually give a quiz
when I finish a reading or a group of readings that focus on the same subject. I

develop my vocabulary questions and comprehension questions directly from
the 'learning logs.' This motivates students to come up with exciting
comprehension questions because they want to get their words and questions on
the quiz.



Learning Log

Name Date

Predict: What do you think you will learn by reading this
passage?

Clunks:
Please list your
Clunks

The Gist
Write the Gist of the section you read.

Wrap Up:
What was the entire passage about?

Questions:
Please write questions you may have for your classmates.



Semantic Mapping

The basic idea is to place vocabulary words or terms into a graphic form with
clusters of words that represent the way that semantic information is organized
in one's memory. The main topic is at the center with the related concepts and
words radiating outward from it.

1. Put the word on the chalkboard or overhead.
2. Ask students to think of other words that are related to or associated with the

word.
3. Write these words and group them in broad categories.
4. Have students label each category.
5. Have students then produce their own map or graphic organizer for the word

and the newly developed categories.
6. Conclude the session with a discussion of the vocabulary word, the related

words, categories, and the interrelationships between these elements.

Semantic Feature Analysis

1. Present a grid or matrix: a set of related words is placed on one axis and a list
of features (attributes) that each word may or may not have is placed on the
other axis. Helps students to see the many dimensions of meaning that may
be associated with a particular word and the relationships among key
concepts or words.

2. Students insert + or indicating whether the word has that feature or
attribute. A plus (+) signals a positive relationship between a word and a
feature or attribute. A minus (-) means a negative relationship or nonexistent
feature or attribute.

3. Discussion throughout the procedure is a powerful factor that helps students
process the in-depth meaning of and relationships between words.

4. In the beginning, it is helpful to show students a completed grid or matrix
and discuss why + or were inserted.

5. Later, a partially completed grid may be used without the pluses and
minuses, and students are asked to insert them.

6. Then, students can add to a partial list of words and attributes before filling
in the pluses and minuses.

7. Finally, students can create their own grids for sets of related words.
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Keyword Method

Teach a keyword for each vocabulary word. A keyword is a word that sounds
somewhat like a part of a new vocabulary word and can be easily pictured.

Step One:

Recode by thinking of a familiar, similar sounding word (keyword) for the new
unfamiliar vocabulary word

New Unfamiliar Word: I. Nomad II. Glacier
Keyword: Nordic Track Glitter

Step Two:

Relate the keyword to the definition/meaning by forming a visual image or
drawing a picture

I. Nordic Track: Visualize a person walking on the exercise machine.
II. Glitter: Visualize glitter shimmering on masks moving slowly in a

Mardi Gras parade.

Step Three:

Retrieve by thinking back to the keyword and the visual image or picture.

I. Nomad
First, think of keyword: "Nordic track."
Then, think of person walking on the exercise machine.
Finally, retrieve the definition: nomad means people moving from place
to place searching for food.

II. Glacier
First, think of keyword: "glitter."
Then, think of glitter shimmering on masks moving slowly in a Mardi
Gras parade.
Finally, retrieve the definition: glacier means massive sheets of slowly
moving ice.
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K-W-L Procedure

1. Students brainstorm everything they Know about a topic and then categorize
their knowledge by listing it on a K-W-L chart under What I Know.

2. Students generate a list of questions about what they Want to Know and
anticipate learning from reading the text and write these questions under
What I Want to Know. Additional questions may be written as students read.

3. After reading, students summarize what they have Learned by listing the
information under What I Learned.

K L
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Questions to Ask Before, During and After Reading:

Before:
1. What is my purpose for reading?
2. What do I already know about this topic?
3. What do I think I will learn about this topic?
4. What are my predictions?

During:
1. Does what I am reading make sense?
2. Is this what I expected? Should I revise my predictions or suspend judgment

until later?
3. How are the important points related to one another? What parts are similar

and / or different?
4. What can I do to increase my understanding? Should I read on, reread, or

stop and use a fix-up strategy?

After:
1. What were the most important points?
2. Which sections support these points?
3. What is my opinion? How do I feel? Do I agree or disagree?
4. What new information did I learn?
5. Should I reread for better understanding? Are there other strategies that I

should use?
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